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Abstract
Comics is a limited, sta tic, and silent medium; comics artists use visual tools to represent
narrative aspects that exist beyond the still-life panels, such as timing, unseen sights, sounds, and
diegetic world s. These visual tools recruit reader expectations about comics: readers must possess a
"co mics literacy" to understand such tools. The modem comics form began as comedy, dating back
to the late nineteenth century and strips such as Richard F. Outcault's Hogan sAlley. Despite the
comical origin of comics, many comics theorists see com ic strips as "esse ntially . .. illustrated
joke[s]" (Kunzle "Voices" 8). These theorists fail to consider that since comics requires a specific
literacy, comics comedians can defy this literacy to create jokes that are specific to the medium .
Such jokes undermin e the visual tools of com ics and thereby challenge reader expectations about
the form. Comic strips are far from illustrated jokes: they are illustrations and jo kes, a century-old
comedy form that is inexplicably overlooked.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
It is a dubious testame nt to the power of comics that the term "comic book" has permeated
the English language to the point of being an insult. To say that nove ls or movies have "co mic book
plots" is to fault them for their simplicity and conformity to cliche. Worse still is to say that a plot is
a joke . The use of "joke " as a derogatory term is comm on to the point where "trivial" is an acce pted
meaning for the word. After all, what could be simpler than ajoke? Everybody knows when
something makes them laugh, so how could anyone not be an expert on humour? To paraphrase
Rene Descartes: I laugh, therefore I know comedy; I think, therefore I understand neurobiology.
These definit ions of "co mic book" and "joke" raise a question: what cou ld possibly be more trivial
than jokes in comics?
Answer: the amount of critical study on jokes in comics.
A search of the MLA International Bibliograp hy shows that this (attempted) jo ke has a valid
point: the number of articles written on graphic novels-the serious side of the comics medium-
dwarfs the number written on comedy comics. For example, a search for Art Spiegelman 's 1991
graphic novel MaLIs yields 123 results, whereas a search for Gary Larson 's The Far Side-a comic
strip that ran from 1980 to 1995- yields five. Marjane Satrapi 's Persepolis, an autobiograp hical
grap hic novel published in 2000, has forty-three results on the MLA International Bibliograp hy,
while Bill Watterson 's Calvin and Hobb es, a comic strip published between 1985 and 1995, has
two. Perhaps most striking of all, Alison Bechdel' s 2006 graphic novel Fun Home has fourteen
results, while Charles M. Schulz's Peanuts, a strip that ran from 1950 to 2000, has nine.
Yet comics are called "the funny pages" for a reason. From the late nineteenth century,
humorous strips acco mpanying the daily news were popular entertainment. Comics historian Robert
C. Harvey records that in the late nineteenth century, newspapers and magazines featured "co mical
drawings [that] were dubbed 'comic weeklies' in common parlance- or, even, 'cornics' " (36). Thi s
"comical artwork . . was increasingly presented in the form of 's trips' of pictures" (36), and the
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term "co mic strip" was born .! The comics med ium as we know it began in these newspapers, with
Richard F. Outcault 's Hogan 's Alley in the Sunday World paper in 1895 formin g the ear liest defin ite
example of comics (Harvey 37, Miller 15). Predating Superman, Batman, Spider-Man and their
super friend s, comic strips started the form that eventually became known for onomatopoe ic
violence and blisteringly tigh t spandex. Despite com ics' historica l tie to comedy, cri tical study of
the form focuses on weighty grap hic novels. Howeve r large the medium may grow, the structural
co nventions of comics nonetheless originate in tools used to convey visual jo kes in newsp apers.
The notion that co mics orig inates from comedy is not new. Many comics theorists and
histori ans know full well that comedy is the first muse of their form, though they often seek to shirk
the legacy of this parentage. Co mics historian David Kunzle claims in "Voices of Silence" that
many comics are "esse ntially... illustrated joke[s]" (8), praising later strips that achieve "re lease
from the constraints of the trivialit y of the joke" (9) and "a llow for an expa nsion into modes of
feelin g where humor is not predomin ant" (8-9) . Kunz le displays a co mmon attitude among co mics
scholars, admittin g that comedy is comi cs' past, and hoping that comedy is not comics ' sole futu re.
Comics theori st Thierry Groenstee n states in "Why Are Comics Still in Sea rch of Cultural
Legit imization?" that one of co mics' "sy mbolic handic ap[s] is [its] relationship with humor,
ca rica ture, and satire" (10). Gro ensteen offers an explanation for this handicap , claiming that
"humor has been regarded [by the academy] as the oppos ite of harmony and of the sublime. It is not
co mpatible with beauty and constitutes an inferior genre, barely legitimate" (10). These strong
word s echo Kunzle's distaste for jok es, offering an explanation for why a recen t grap hic nove l such
as Fun Home enjoys more crit ical attention than a landmark comic strip such as Peanuts.
I To clarif y. in this thesis, when I say "comic strips" I mean short (one page or smaller) strips of pictures (usually
accompanied with text) that are comic (funn y). I will includ e humorous single-panel cartoons in this det1nition (such
as The Far Side), but exclude strips that are not comica l (such as Buck Rogers and Flash Gordoll-ostcnsib ly serious
comic strips) and mult i-page comic books (Superman, Batman, etc). I will also exclude any comic-like text s that
predate the late nineteenth centur y and the term "co mics," such as Willia m Hogarth 's satiric prints and Rodolphe
To pffe r 'shisroires ell es{Qmpes.This exclu sion of comi cs'a ncestors is solely for the organization of my thesis: Id o
not wish to engage in the ongoing debat e over which historical wor ks consti tute "comics." Though my det1nition
may sound arbitrary, it der ives from "co mic strip," where comedy is at the origin of the term. In addition to "comic
strip," I will usc the term s "comi c book" or "graphic novel" to refer to the multi -page, long-form style, and "comics"
as a singular noun meaning the mcdium as a whole.
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Despite this critical disdain for jok es in comics, comics writers and artists often embrace the
comedic potenti al of their medium. The writers and artists of comic strips-whom I will refer to as
"co mics comedians"-<Io not only crea te strips that are "essen tially illustrated jokes"; they create
strips that are jokes. In other words, comic strips do not mere ly add images to jo kes as Kunzle
implies; rather, they are a distinct form of comedy with a unique set of structura l conventions.
Comics use series of still-life images to tell stories, and comic strips tell jo kes the same way.
Comics panels represent more than simple illustratio ns; the static pictures feature visual clues that
represent timing, unseen sights, sounds, and diegetic worlds. Comics artists rely on in-panel clues to
indicate any non-static, non-silent elements and any visua l elements that exist beyond the panel
borders. These clues are key components of comics comedy. However, comics comedians do not
simply use these clues to tell their jokes; they use these clues as parts of their jo kes, resulting in
comedy that is fundamentally linked to the comics form. By manipulating the clues that represent
the timing, unseen sights, sounds, and diegetic worlds of comic strips, comics comedians create
formalist jokes that challenge their audience's expec tations about the structure of comic strips.
This statement raises numerous questions, one of the foremos t being: why do challenges to
readers ' expectations about comic strips consti tute jokes? Or in other words, what do such
challenges entail, and why are they funny? In terms of comedy structure (rather than comics
structure), these jokes function by sudden ly disrupting expecta tion systems . Co mics comedians
encourage their readers to make assumptions about their comic strips, and then they shatter those
assumptions to cause their readers to laugh (or so they hope). These assumptions take various
forms, and they may be encouraged by the strips-such as assumptions about comics symbols-or
cultivated within the strips-such as assumptions about dieget ic elements. Comics comedians can
then "s hatter" these assumptions by presenting elements that are incongruous with the assumptions.
There are many types of formalist jokes in comic strips, but they all boil down to this basic
structure: the jo kes alternately encourage and discourage assumptions (and vice-ve rsa). The humour
of these jokes comes from their sudden shifts in implications. In the introduction to What sSo
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Funny ?, comedy theori st Murray S. Davis says that "tho se whose expectation system gestalt
becomes incomplete or partial may break up into laughter . . .. By replacing only one congruous
element with an incongruou s element, humor can disintegrate an expectation system. The humorous
incongruity disorder s what had been ordered, breaking open the frame and scattering its elements"
( 13). Formali st comics comedy presents humorous formal incongruities that disintegrate
expectations about the comics form.
If all formali st comic s comedy boils down to this structure, the next questi on is what defines
"fo rmalist" comics comedy ? For my purposes, "formalist comics comedy" means joke s that
incorpora te the structure of comics. "Formalist comics comedy " is a key term for this thesis: it
represents the subset of comics comedy that is my focus. The comics form is not simply a tool for
telling these joke s; rather, it is a key component of their humour. But then, what is the "comics
form"? Briefly, comic s provide still- life images that require readers to fill in the blanks; readers
understand comic s by mentally "completing" the depicted events. Comics theorist Scott McCloud
says that a comic s reader must "co nnect [panels] and mentally construct a continuous, unified
reality" (67). Thi s process relies on the reader perce iving-or in other words, assumin g- a
narrative connection between the images. As McCloud says, two comics images form a coherent
narrative when, though "nothing is seen between the two panels... experience tells you something
must be there" (67). This "experience" includes the experience of reading comics, as well as
experience with events similar to those depicted in the comic. Co mics professional Will Eisner
makes a similar claim in his book Comi cs and Sequential Art, stating that comics readers must read
between the panels and "fill in the intervening events from experience" (38). Even single panel
cartoons emp loy reader completion. As critic David Carrier says, the single-panel comic "often
depends upon a viewer 's expectation about how .. ' to move' images" ( 113): the following image
is not so much absent as implied. Com ics artists must use clues to imply the existence of any
narrative elements that are not visual, stationary,and within the panel borders. I divide these
elements into four major categories: time, unseen sights (visua l elements that are absent but
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implied), sounds, and diegetic worlds (or in other words, the fictional world s that tie the images
together and thereby create narrative coherence). I will divid e my study into chapter s corresponding
to these categories. The se four elements are part of almos t eve ry co mics narrativ e, ye t the medium
cannot recreat e or simulate them. Because these elements are not visual, fixed, and within the panel,
the medium relies on signs or codes to represe nt or imply the m. In other words, comics artists have
to rely on visual clues to guide readers to infer-or to assume-the presence of these elements,
based on their experience with and expecta tions of the co mics form, and based on their own
assumptions that the comic s will have coherence . Since the comics form lead s readers to imagine
timing , unseen sights, sound s and diegetic worlds, chall enging these assumptions is the essence of
formalist comics com edy.
Timing is an integral part of eve ry co mic strip joke, and therefore it is a logical starting point
for my analy ses of formali st comics co medy. The ambiguity of time in comics has drawn
considerable attent ion from comics theor ists/ ; paradoxicall y, however, comedic timing in comic
strips is one of the simplest and most restrictive elements of the form. In a rare academi c mention of
co medy in co mics, Robert C. Harvey says that in humorous cartoo ns, "as comprehension dawn s-
in the flash of an instant-the humor is revea led... the joke 's impact der ives from the 's urprise' that
is sprung upon the read er when he or she understands the full import of the picture or the caption"
(29). Unfortunat ely, Harvey's single digre ssion into humour says very little about co mics
specifically: many forms of jokes illum inate their materi al through surprising endings . In The Sense
of Humor, Max Eastm an gives exa mples of jo kes that function through processes of sudden
illumination (or disillu sionm ent, depend ing on the case). He says that to present the subjec t of a
joke with "an adv anta ge, and when our appet ite is ju st reachin g out... to grasp that advantage,
suddenly to present in the very heart of it the most square and ove rwhelming disadvantage-that is
a jo ke" (35, auth or 's emphasis) . In Eastman's example, "a dva ntage" and "di sadvanta ge" basically
2 Critics such as Robert C. Harvey (39). Chris Hatfield (135-144), S COIl McCloud (94-117). and Ann Miller (104-105)
discuss the ambi guous nature of comics time . For exa mple. Harvey claims that "the sequential arra ngeme nt of
[comics] panels can not help but create time in some general way" (39) ; in other words. even though time is an
inescapable element of com ics. the medium relics on general-rather than specific- representations of time.
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mean "praise" and "in sult," but he also mentions that "ridicule is not the original or characteristic
kind of comedy or wit" (34); we can abstract "adv antage" and "di sadvantage" to mean "oppo sites."
Eastman goes so far as to say that in comedy, "ther e must be no mediation or bridging, no argument
necessary . .. the current must flash when the times comes" (99). Basically, Eastman puts into words
what every comedian must eventually learn: that timing in jokes is equal parts precision and clarity.
There needs to be a defined moment when the " flash" of comic illumin ation shines through. Thus , it
is not particularly noteworth y that Harvey's comedic timing in comics dawns "in the flash of an
instant;" rather, it raises the question of how comics artists convey the flash of the punchline .
Comedic timing in comic s involves the rate at which the readers perceive the diegetic events of the
strips, and this rate depends on the arrangement and amount of visual information in the strips.
Comics theorist Chris Hatfield says that "the art of comics entails a tense relationship between
perceived time and perceived space" (144), and Will Eisner claims that "the act of paneling or
boxing the action . . . 'tells' time" (28). These statements refer to the foundational relationship upon
which comics comed ians construct their humorous timing: the organization of the visual space.
There are two facts that contribut e to the co medic timing of the comics form : one reads the panels
in a definite order, and one takes a longer time reading visually complicated strips than reading
visually uncomp licated ones. These facts may sound simple; however, the applications-and
comica l subversion s-of these facts are formally complex. While time in comics "all depends on
your frame of mind" (McCloud 117), comedy timing needs to have pinpoint accuracy, since if a
jok e's humour "does not flash, it is not there" (Eastman 99). Chapter Two analyzes how comics
comedi ans time compl ex visual jokes using simple spatial relations, and how they collapse these
relations to create jokes that are based on the structure of comics timing.
Although comic s is a visual medium , its limited, static panels cannot display all the visual
aspects of its diegetic worlds. Comics is composed of pictures that are static in border and
movemen t; therefor e, comics artists use clues to indicate the presence of off-panel visuals. Thi s
limitatio n resu lts in two (relatively) simple forms of reader completion that are important for
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comics comedy. An object out-of-panel can be the focus of, or can contribute to, the joke made in
the panel. Comics artists can encourage readers to imagine off-panel visual elements by displayin g
on-panel clues. These clues can take many forms, such as characters looking out of the frames, or
noises coming from beyond the image borders. Scott McCloud refers to this form of reader
completion specifically as "closure" (63), ca lling it " the phenomenon of observing the parts but
perceiving the whole" (63). In other words, on-panel visuals synecdochically indicate the presence
of off-panel visuals; both the seen and unseen sights are visual elements of the diegetic world s.
Speaki ng of the dichotom y between seen and unseen visuals, film theorist Bruce F. Kawin states
that "the photographer or filmmak er selects a portion of the visible field and records that in a still or
shot" (49), and the comics artist records a portion of the visible field in a panel. Closure is not
uniqu e to comics, but comics artists use a unique set of tools to encourage readers to achieve
closure. Closure can apply to something as simple as part of a character that ex ists outside a panel
(McCloud 6 1), or a more complicated process of motion that connects one image to the next (66).
Movement is the second way that comics encourage readers to imagine visual elements. Aspects of
comics panels- such as "motion lines" or blurred images ( I10- I3Man imply movement, as can
multipl e renderings of the same scene with relocated characters ( 110). Comedy theorist Murr ay S.
Davis makes claims that seem to correspond with McCloud's notion of closure, stating that " if we
know the state of one element in a system and the interrelation betwee n all of them, we can
antic ipate the state of any other element in the system" ( 13). However, since Davis speaks of
humour specifically, he goes on to say that defy ing such an anticipation can cause "those who had
viewed the objective world through this particular subjec tive frame to laugh" (13). Jokes based on
unseen sights (as opposed to those that merely incorporate unseen sights) feature off-panel visua ls
or actio ns that defy the strips' apparent predict ions about these elements. Comedy comics must
contrive their unseen sights to be both expected and unexpected in order to be both comprehensible
and funny. Remarkabl y, many comics comedia ns achieve this feat, and Chapter Three analyzes the
structura l conventions that they use to attain this goal.
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The visual sounds of comic s strips are more than attention-grabbing ways to signify and
mask violence with made-up nonsense words like "zok," "whammo," and "catharsis ": they are a
unique set of optical symbols representing sounds. Comi c strips encourage reader s to imagine
sounds based on visual clues. Com ics is far from the only medium to fea ture visual representati ons
of sound. Written language has an arbitrary relation to sound, as Ferdin and de Saussure (Course in
General Linguistics) and semiotics have made clear. De Saussure says that "the signs used in
writing are arbitrary; there is no conn ection, for example, between the letter t and the sound that it
designates" (972). Text in co mics has this same inescapable, abstracted association to sound.
However, in comics these word s exist alongside of, inside of, and sometimes even as images ,
conventions that captivat e the attention of many critics . Chri s Hatfield states that "the proces s of
tran sitioning, or closur e, depend s not only on the interpl ay between success ive images but also on
the interplay of different codes of signification: the verbal as well as the visual" (138), or more
accurately, the textual as well as the pictorial: imag inary sounds are as important to comics
narratives as imaginary sights. Sound in comics prim arily comes from visual elements such as
speec h balloon s. Robert C. Harvey says that "s peec h balloons breathe into co mic strips their
peculiar life .. . In com ic strips, [characters] spea k. And they spea k in the same mode as they
appear-the visual not the audio mode" (38-39). Th is visual mode of spea king often contains
information about audio that is simultaneously precise (tex t) and vague (style and size of letters,
balloon s, and more), leadin g read ers to imagine sounds based on visual clues. Addin g comedy
theory to the mix shows the co unter-intuitive yet appropriate function that sound fulfill s in funny
comics. Murray S. Davis states that language "der ives most of its unique humor from ambiguity of
form , unlike other systems whose main sources of humor are incongruiti es of content. Language
humor is centered in the ambiguous word, at the j unction between its sound and its meaning" (36,
author 's emphasis). Sound in co mics is inherently ambi guous, though in a different sense than
Davis intend s-he speaks primarily about word play, a form of comedy that derives from word s
having multiple meanings. Rather, co mics comedians create sound-b ased jo kes by presentin g
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symbols that indicate the presence of sounds, but that lack essential information about the sounds.
For example, they can play with the origins of sounds by chan ging the location s of speech balloons,
or with the nature of sounds by altering the shapes of the balloon s. Or, these joke s may comic ally
refer to the fact that readers cannot literally hear comic s sounds, no matter how many visual clues
the strips present. Chapter Four analyzes how comics comedians play with their medium' s visual
symbols of sounds to create sound-based jokes.
Not only do comics ca ll on readers to imagine the timing , unseen sights, and sounds of the
strips, they also call on readers to combin e these elements into diegetic worlds. Comic s are not
unique in requiring readers to imagine diegetic worlds, nor are they unique in making jokes at the
expense of these imaginary world s; in comics, however, the execution of these joke s relies on the
formal comic s convention s. Bruce F. Kawin claims that "the movie audience watches each shot and
is led-by the film-maker or by an understanding of basic cinematic conventions-to assemble
these parts into a conceptu al or spatial whole" (49), and a similar process occurs as the comics
audience reads each panel. However, this process occurs with respect to comics conventions, and
the sum of these conventions is unique to the comics form. Comics readers imagine representations
of timing, unseen sights, and sounds based on visual clues. In turn, readers can combin e these
diegetic elements to create representations of diege tic worlds, the imaginary spaces where the
imaginary elements of comics coex ist. The combination of diegetic elements often requires readers
to make assumption s about the diegetic worlds; these assumpt ions may be necessary for the diegetic
elements to coexist, or they may merely seem to be necessary, depending on the structure of the
joke . Diegesis-based joke s can subvert expectations about the nature of comic strips by questioning
assumptions that previously seemed obvious. Since comic strips are fictional , reader s likely
expect-or assum e-that the willing suspension of disbelief is necessary when reading comic
strips. Samuel Taylor Coleridge says that the willing suspension of disbelief allows readers "to
transfer from [their] inward nature a human interest and a semblance of truth" (3 14), and to ascribe
this truth to fictional texts. When readers suspend their disbelief about the fiction of comic strips,
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they accept that the diegetic world s of the strips must allow the timin g, sights, and sounds to coexist
with one another . Thus , these strips can lead readers to draw ass umptions based on the interrelations
of diegetic elements; diegesis-based jo kes can defy these ass umptions and thereby shatter the
suspension of disbeli ef. A fictional text can defy the suspension of disbelief by shirking any
"semblance of truth " and acknow ledgi ng its own artifice . In co mic strips, such jokes involve
alternat e suspension and promotion of disbe lief. Chapter Five shows that diegesis-based joke s in
comic s are consciou sly artificial , comica lly shifting between diegetic and real-world interp retat ions
of the timing, sights, and sounds of co mic strips.
In detailing the conventions of formalist comic s comedy, I focus my ana lyses on comic s
structure rather than on speci fic prim ary texts. I choose my indiv idual readings based on their form
rather than their cultural significa nce . However, I focus prim arily on comic strips that both
influ ence and reflect conventions from the past century of funny cartooning. The uniqu e language
of comics comedy does have its masters, even if they are und erappr eciated in co mics studies. For
this thesis I have chosen to study one of the most successful co mic strips of the twenti eth century,
Charl es M. Schul z's Peanuts, and two of the best-known strips from the latter hal f of the centur y,
Bill Watterson 's Calvin and Hobbes and Gary Larson 's The Far Side. Additionally, I briefly
mention Winsor McCay's influenti al 1904 comic strip Little Sammy Sneeze, Mort Walker 's long-
runnin g comic strip Beetle Bailey, and three exa mples of pos t-modem cartooning: Art Spigelman 's
avant-garde compilation Breakdowns, Matt Feaze ll's form -defying strip The Incredible Mr. Spot,
and Anthony Clark 's webcomic Nedroid Picture Diary.
Spanni ng fifty years and 17,897 strips (Michaels ix), Charles M. Schulz 's Peanut s is one of
the defi ning examples of comedy in co mics. Comics historian M. Thoma s Inge claim s that
"Schulz's comic strip draws on rich traditions of creative acco mplishments in graphic humor,
reflects a whole range of high point s in popular culture, and ultim ately revives the co mic strip
form ... by demonstratin g its versatility in dea ling with the soc ial, psychological, and philosoph ical
tensions of the modem world" ( 10I). Over the lengthy run of the strip, Schulz displa ys what Inge
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calls a "world of diminutive charact ers who are wiser than their years and who stave off the
encroachment of reality by rejectin g a false rationali sm in favor of a healthy appreciation for the
absurd and the uncertain" ( 103). Thi s apprec iation for the absurd is a comics conventi on that Schulz
adopts (and expands ) from strips such as George Herrim an 's Krazy Kat, a surrealist co mic strip
from the early twentieth century that Schulz says "did much to inspire me to creat e a feature that
went beyond the mere acti ons of ordinary children" (14). Whil e Schulz 's uses of timin g, unseen
sights, and sounds are notew orthy (and 1 will discuss them in this thesis), his chara cters-and the
diegetic worlds that they populat e- are his mos t significant comedic tools. Thou gh visually
appearing as children, characters such as Charlie Brown and Linus van Pelt experi ence worrie s and
existential crises worthy of the most introspectiv e adults, and the happy- go-lucky beagle Snoopy
oscillates between beggin g for dog food and writing novels from a typewrit er perched atop his
doghou se. Is Snoopy a person who happens to be a dog, a dog who think s he 's a person, or neith er?
Schulz never answers this question, leaving his readers to make ass umptions about the (apparent)
coherence of the strip's unexplained fictional world. Peanuts, then, is one of the foremost examples
of intentionally ambi guous dieget ic worlds, forci ng readers to ass ume formalist elements in ways
few other strips can manage.
Saying that few-rather than "no"-other strips can force readers to assume formalist
elements like Peanut s can is a necessary qual ifier in light of Bill Watterson 's comic strip, Calvin
and Hobbes. Watterson says that " three co mic strips have been tremend ously insp irational to me:
Peanuts by Charle s Schul z, Pogo by Walt Kelly, and Krazy Kat by George Herriman" (17), and his
comi c strip continu es the comedic mode used by Schul z and his predecessors. However, like the
rebellious child Watter son' s strip depicts, Calvin and Hobbes defies its ancestor Peanut s, eschewing
regular layouts in favour of varying, elaborate designs. Watterson' s co mic layout s form interesting
exa mples of com edic timin g in comic strips. Watterson states that " the prevailing Sunda y form at
was invent ed to standardi ze comic strip layout s so as to give newspapers the utmost flexibility in
printin g them" ( 14), a source of frustration for Watterson who claims that "it frequently made for an
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ugly, grace less strip" (14) . After fight ing the syndica te that distributed Calvin and Hobbes and
winni ng the ability to organiz e his strips for himself (Watterson 14- 16), Watterson became like
Ca lvin in a candy store, creatin g many strips with atypical designs. Thou gh certainly interesting for
unseen sigh ts, sounds, and diegetic worlds, Calvin and Hobbes interests me above all for its comic
man ipulation of time, present ing intricate comic designs which boil down into simple and effective
mecha nisms of comedy timin g.
Gary Larson 's The Far Side is not only one of the best known comedy comics of the
twe ntieth century, it also offers a surrea l take on the classic form of the one-panel ca rtoon. Lar son
operates in a form desc ended from the cartoo ns of the New Yorker magazine. M. Thom as Inge says
that in the New Yorker cartoon s, "both pictur e and caption had to work together simultaneously to
achieve a total effect which neither would have done alone" (III ); the publi cation "marked a
singular new deve lopm ent in the history of graphic humor" ( I I I). This development continues in
The Far Side. a comic where implausible images and deadpan captions frequently unite to yield
jokes that neither words nor pictures could represent alone. The single-panel format of The Far Side
is a structural tool rather than a limitation. Larson himself states that in The Far Side he "implies
what is about to happen, thereby heightenin g both the tension and (hopefully) the humor" ( 136,
au thor's empha sis). Larson leaves readers to imag ine---o r to assume-the upcomin g events based
on the visib le information, mirroring artistic techn iques mentioned in Gotthold Ephraim Lessing's
essay "Laoco on." Lessing states that a painter "can use only a single moment of an action... and
must therefore choose the one which is most sugge stive and from which the preceding and
succeeding events are most eas ily comprehensible" (566) . Larson 's strips frequently featur e such
sugges tive images, using them to imply preceding or succee ding actions. Thou gh (almos t alway s)
drawn as a single panel, The Far Side is full of implied sights and sounds, using understated timin g
to "create that perfect marriage between the draw ing and the caption" (Larson 141). Larson says
that he uses "nuances and subtleties in both the drawing and the capti on" (134) to create co mic strip
versions of "t iming, voice inflection, del ivery, body language, etc." ( 134) . The Far Side read s like a
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cata logue of cartoo ning techn iques that encourage reader s to imagine timin g, unseen sights, sounds
and diegetic worlds based on subtle formali st clues .
Comics cri ticis m is a young (but growing ) fie ld in the academy, and most theoris ts deal with
form al conventions at some point. Indeed, there is still no scholarly consensus as to what formal
mechani sms actually define the medium, as evidenced by the ongoing debate over what constitutes
"comics" (Miller 14, McCloud 15, Harvey 25, Groe nstee n 124, to list a few) . In "The Impossible
Definit ion ," Thierry Groensteen says that "the definitions of com ics that can be found in
dictionaries and encycl opedias, and also in the more special ized literature, are, as a genera l rule,
unsati sfactory" (124). Groensteen cites numero us "fo rmulas that sugges t some part of the truth "
( 124): co mics theorist Alain Rey defines the medium as "a creative battle between figuration and
narrativity " (qtd. in Groensteen 124), comics researc her Bill Blackbeard states that a comic is " a
serially publi shed, episodic , open-ended dramati c narra tive ... told in success ive drawings regular ly
enclo sing ballooned dialogue" (4 1), and David Kunzl e goes so far as to clai m that a comic "must be
a sequence of separate images... must be a preponderan ce of image over text.. . must be
rep roductive... [and] must tell a story which is both mora l and topica l" (Ea rly 2). Many pro minent
co mics theori sts have their own defini tions for "co mics." This deba te over comic s' definitional
lim its is the primary area of comics theory that I do not deal with in this thesis . Despite the lack of a
defin ed border surrounding the formal conventions of comics, there is a con sensus that these
conventions are essential and often unique to this medium, lead ing the majority of comics theory to
includ e at least a few form alist elements. 1also mention related formalist cri ticism in fields such as
film theory and visual design . I do not seek to exhaust the poten tialapplica tionsof these disc iplines
to co mic strip criticism; rather, I see k to contextua lize my cited comics theory in a larger academic
field , show ing that many formal aspects of comics mirror formal aspects of other visual media .
Co mics has a unique set of structural conventions, and theref ore forma list theory that relates to one
aspect of comics does not necessarily appl y to the medium as a whole. I ack now ledge these sources
only with respect to individual co mics conventions, and only when they express very close parallels
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with the formal mechani sms of com ics.
Whereas formalist criticism is almost the nonn for comics theory, for comedy theory it is
something of a recent development. As comedy critic OJ . Palmer states in his introduction to
Comedy: Developments in Criticism, it is only in the twentieth century that "there has been a
growing intere st in the formal conventions and traditions of the genre [of comedy]" (16). Many
intellectual s from before the twenti eth century-such as Aristotle (Poetics), Charl es Baudelaire
(The Painter of Modern Life), and Henri Bergson (Le Rire)-<l efine comedy not by its formal
convention s, but by the subje ct matter that it metaphorically represents. For example, Aristotle
claims that "comedy is... a representati on of people who are rather inferior... the laughable is a sort
of error and ugliness that is not painful and destructive " (94). Baudelaire expands on Aristotle by
stating that humour "produce[s] in the spectator, or rather the reader, a joy in his own, superiority"
( 164) . Bergson presents a more complex view of comedy, stating that humour "softens down
whatever the surface of the social body may retain of mechanical inelasticity... unconsciously (and
even immorally in many particular instances) it pursues a utilitarian aim of general improvement "
(63). These critics define comedy as a metaphoric expressio n of error, ridicule, and social
improve ment respectively. Comedy theorist Scott Cutle r Shershow claims that these "critics tum
toward metaphor in a doomed effort to define the indefinable, but in the end, all jo kes wiggle free
from definition , turning the very act of analysis into one more incongruity" (3). Historian of
comedy theory lan Walsh Hokenson agrees that such metaphorical appraisals of comedy are
inherently flawed , stating that "alongside that historical axis of revising Aristotle and the inherited
idea of comedy.. . through different cultures, periods, and languages, comedy seems to have both
enthralled and baffled the mind in equal measure" ( 15). Metaphorical theories of comedy may
adequately summarize certain varieties of humour, but they do not define the totality of comedy, nor
do they offer insight into the structure of jokes . In using comedy theory I look at formal rather than
metaph orical reasons for why comics jo kes are funny. I use those aspects of comedy theory-like
comics theory-that analyze formal conventions.
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My primary sourc e of formali st com edy theory is Murray S. Davis's What s So Funny ?, an
insightful look into "the significance of humor for cultur al and social theory" (xiii ). Davis ju stifies
his focus on comedy by stating that humour "may seem trivial , but it provides an incon spicu ous
back entrance to a person 's, group's, or society's innermost cham ber, which continually knockin g
on their front door may never disclose" (2). Davis construc ts his book as a "scie ntific analysis of
humor " (3), and Davis' s scientific methods are useful for my thesis. Davis says that such a scientific
analy sis must incorporate a "respect for the underlying sys tems" (3) of comedy, and he detail s these
underlying systems before incorpo rating them into his analy ses. Like Davis's book , this thesi s is a
scientific analysis of humour ; as such, Davis's explanations of the comedy form are relevant for my
discussions of formali st comi cs com edy. I borrow several of these explanations, using them as
theoretical stepping stones in my analyses .
Comic strips are far more than illustrated j okes; they are a distinct comedy form. Comics
comedian s manipulate and twist their medium 's tools for repr esentin g diegetic elements, resulting
in jokes that challenge their audie nces' expecta tions about the form. I study the intersectin g
language of comics and comedy by applying forma list theory to se lected strips from Schul z's
Peanuts , Watterson 's Calvin and Hobbes, Larson 's The Far Side, and a few supporting examples
from other co mic strips. I draw my own co nclusions about the comedic uses of timin g, unseen
sights, sounds, and diegetic world s in co mic strips, generating methods for critica lly understandin g
these formal conventi ons of humorous co mics. In the end I show that comic strip co medy is
complex and nuanced,and no j oke.
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Cha pte r 2: Timing
Section 2.1: Introduction
Time is an esse ntial eleme nt of jokes and comics, and therefore it is a logical place to begin
my analysis of jokes in comics . Despite being a sensible starting point, the intersection of comics
and comedy timin g is anything but simp le. The still-life image s of comics hint toward the time that
passes between them, and jo kes require precision timing for maxi mum effec t. These two statements
appear contradictory, and may even seem to defy the possibility for comedy in comics . Of course ,
ove r a century of funn y cartoo ning show s that comic strip jokes are possi ble, and therefore comedic
timing must ex ist in co mics. Comics artists can control the arra ngeme nt and amount of strip
elements, thereby affecting the reader 's pace. In order to "get" the joke of a strip, the reader has to
co mprehend the two main parts of the jok e: the setup and the punc hline. Comics co medians can
thus " time" their jo kes by manipulating the location and dur ation of the setup and punchline, using
the structure of co mics to create a unique form of comedic timing . Joke timing in comic strips
depends on the arrange ment and quant ity of information present.
Jokes that play with the conv ention s of comics timin g intentiona lly complicate the
arrangement and quant ity of information in the strips; however, these jokes are few and far between.
Timing-based jo kes-or "mistim ed jok es)" for short-are rare strips where the co medy focuses on
the timing mechan isms. These strips work by humorou sly defyin g the conve ntions of comics
timin g. For exa mple, their punc hlines may enco urage readers to re-read the panels in reverse order,
or their setups may present high quantiti es of information that their punchlines con spic uously
ignore. However, mistimed jokes always subvert the techniq ues of co mics timing, and therefore my
discussion of co medy timing in comics exa mines these tech niques befo re analyzing mistimed jo kes.
Most comics jokes display the timing conventions that comic s comedia ns use to create humour,
whereas mistimed jok es disp lay how comics comedians can disrupt these conventions to create
humour.
3 The label of "mistimed jokes" docs not imp ly any mistake or error on behalf of the joke teller; rather, it refe rs to the
fact that these jo kes hinge around atypica l and unexpected timing.
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All comic s jo kes necessari ly incorporate elemen ts of comedy timing; timing is one of the
esse ntial aspects of co medy, part of the found atio n of humour . Comedi ans lead audiences toward
hum our like donkeys to water, but they must clearly indicat e when and where the asses can drink. In
co medy parlance the lead ing is called the "se tup" and the indication is ca lled the "p unchline," terms
that establish an appropri ate (if confrontational ) parall el between tellin g a joke and landing a blow.
Wh ile not every joke is metaphorically violent enoug h to feel like a comed ic "punch," the punchline
is still the part of the joke that makes the rest of the mater ial funny, releasing the humour that build s
durin g the setup. In What s so Funny ? Murr ay S. Davis provides a succ inct summary of the basic
struc ture of jok es, stating that "a real incon gruity that deviates from predict ion will co llapse an
orderly expectation sys tem" ( 13), and such a collapse can be the punch linc of a joke. In many cases,
the setup establishes the "orderly expectation system" and the punch line isthc "real incongruit y."
Like a punch in boxing, this twist has to come at the correct instant or its entire force will be lost. If
the punchline comes too soon, the setup might not have built enough of an expec tatio n system for
the incongruity to be funny; if it comes too late, the audience may lose interest. Worse sti ll, if the
timin g of the punchline is vague or gradual, the orderly expectation system may progressively
change instead of co mica lly coll apse. Max Eas tman addresses proper timing in his laws of co medy,
stating that in a joke 's punchline the humour "must flash when the time co mes" (99). In ot her
words, in j oke timing it is esse ntial for the "rea l incongruity " to be sudden and obvious. The instant
of the punchlin e must spark the comedy of the jo ke, and jokes in co mic strips are no excep tions to
this rule.
Time appli es to co mics both through the implied diegetic time and through the time it takes
for readers to read them . The diegetic passage of time in comics is rarely (to never) prec ise, but
depends on visual clues that readers must interpr et. Common actions , such as speak ing a sentence
or opening a door, can provid e rough senses of duratio n, but even these events require some
chro nologica l approx imation . Comic s artists frequently use structural hints toward the durations of
scenes, and Sco tt McCloud details a few of them in Understandin g Comics ( 100- 10 1). McC loud
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shows numerous formal techniqu es that comics arti sts can use to affect time, such as repea ting
similar panels, widening the gutters (the blank spaces between panels) and widening the panels
themselves (101) . Howe ver, as McCl oud admits, these techniqu es only provide " sue f eeling of
greater length" (McC loud 101, author's emphas is) . Summ arizing the inherent appro ximation s in
comics time, McCloud states that "as our eyes are moving through space, they 'r e also moving
throug h time-we j ust don 't know by how much" (100) . Followin g from McCloud 's theories of
comic s time, Robert C. Harvey approaches time in comics by focu sing on the spatial order of
images. Harvey state s that " the sequential arrangement of panels cannot help but create time in
some genera l way, but skillfu l manipul ation of the sequencing can contro l time and use it to
dramatic advantage" (39)--and, indeed, to co medic advanta ge as well. Harvey states that " the
sequencing of panels control s the amount and order of inform ation divul ged as well as the orde r and
duratio n of even ts" (39). Even so, the duration of eve nts requir es reader approximation. However,
Harve y' s other claim s indicate the timing techniqu e that forms the foundation of comics co medy :
controlling the order and amount of information and events.
It is important to different iate between time and timing, eve n though neither McCloud nor
Harvey state this distinction in their ana lyses. lime in comics is an element of the diegesis. The
passage of comic s time may be inexact, but diegetic time nonetheless depend s primarily on the
narr ative and the reader 's ass umptions about the narrative (the durati ons of events). liming,
howev er, involve s the rate at which the reader perceives the text, a product of how comics artists
articulate the diegesis, not of the diegesis itself. Like a director changing film speed, co mics
co medians can alter the order and amount of informa tion to alter the timi ng of strips independ ently
of the diegetic time. My ana lyses will be largely unconcerned with diegetic time. Rather, the
structural tools that comi cs comedians use to influence the reader 's percepti on of comics timin g will
be my focus.
Reader s cann ot be co mpletely sure of the duration of any eve nt in a co mic strip, but this
uncertainty is (largely) irrelevant to the comedy. Though this clai m may see m absurd at first, its
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veracity can become clear by exa mining a simple textu al jok e, such as the immortal "why did the
chicken cro ss the road ?" Th e (us ual) pun chlin e of thi s joke- "to get to the other side"-is funn y
becau se it pro vides an unexpectedl y matter-of- fact respon se. For tim ing purp oses, it does not matter
how long it took the chick en to cross the road-the diegetic time (insofa r as ajoke this simple has a
diegesis) is irrel evant. What matters for the timing is how long it takes betwee n the audience
hearing the setup (a chic ken crosse d a road) and the pun chlin e (why it crosse d). Comic strip jok es
are ce rtainly more compl ex than thi s one, but at the root their timin g functions simil arl y: what
matters is not the duration s of the eve nts, but rather how long it takes the audi ence to under stand
said events. Or, in other word s, joke timin g deals with tim e for the tellin g of the jok es as opposed to
time for the story . While no co mics author ca n be sure how long it will take an individual to read a
comic strip, he or she ca n be sure that reading rate is directly related to the amo unt of inform ation
present in a strip." The more information that a co mic strip co mmunicates, the longer the setup and
the slower the jo ke. Thu s, though diegetic time in co mic strips may be vag ue, preci se co medic
tim ing co mes from the arrange me nt and amo unt of informatio n that the strip present s.
Section 2.2: Ar rangement of Information
It may see m obvio us to state that the arrangement of infor mation affec ts the timin g of co mic
strips; how ever, the interr elation bet ween timing and visua l orientation is more co mplex than it may
first appear. Th e arrange me nt of panels in co mics is usually intuit ive, progress ing from top-l eft to
bottom -right (for strips in languages where the readin g eye travels left to right). Most strips use
panel borders to separat e distin ct mom ent s in time, pro ceed ing from setups to punchlines. I will
briefly detail the timin g of two such straightfo rward strips, displayin g the basic rules of comic strip
timin g throu gh examples . Th ese rules are re lative ly simple: comic strips are orde red co mbinations
of co mics elements (panels, captions, e tc) and of co medy elements (se tups and pun chl ines). Though
4 In comic strips more than other media . there is certainly a possibility of readers skimming and missing information
(such as details of pictures). However possible this skimming may be, my analysis does not need to take it into
account. 1will always assume that reade rs "read" every element of comic strips, ju st as analyses of prose texts
clea rly assume that readers do not skip words.
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all comic strips rely on these timing rules, not all strips use them in straightforward manners. Some
strips-such as single-panel cartoons-may appear to lack any definite order for their visual
elements, and other strips may intentionally defy the top-left to bottom-right arrangement of
information, seemingly directing readers backwards and forwar ds through time. Mist imed jokes can
collapse "s tandard" comics timing, presenting strips that intentionally complicate the arrangement
of information . In other words, mistimed jokes conspicuously ignore the rules of comics timing.
The arrangement of information is one of the most basic elements of comics timing, and
complicating this element can result in mistimed jokes .
In esse nce, comics consis t of juxtaposed visual elements; therefore, it is unsurprising that the
arrangement of these elements affects the timing of comic strip jokes . Each comics panel is "a
moment in sequence" (Hatfield 144) and "a design element that contributes to the overa ll balance
(or in some cases the meaningful imbalance) of the layout" (Hatfield 144, author's emphasis). The
spatial orientation of a comic strip guides the reader through the necessary joke elements before
reachin g the punchline. The punchline is thus the final aspec t of any comic strip joke (though not
necessarily the final element of the strip itself-a strip could conti nue past its jo ke, perhaps for the
purpose of build ing story or character). Comics joke timing follows a path along the strip layout,
passing through the setup and toward the punchli ne. Comics comedians must plot this path using
visual techniqu es, taking the trouble to ensure that readers have the knowledge to appreciate the
jokes.
Effective comedy timing must be definite and clear, and therefore comics comedia ns must
rely on unamb iguous spatial orientation to time their jokes . Panels proceed in an inter-pa nel order
that is relatively straightforward and that mirrors the reading order for written text. This timing
mechanism form s the groundwor k for comics comedy: scenes to the left come before scenes to the
right. Panel progression is one of the most fundamenta l elemen ts of timing in comics, and therefore
it is a logical starting point for my analysis of comics joke timing.
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panel breakdowns to convey co medic timing. The timin g for the visua l changes betw een panels
reli es on the sepa ration of the images. For example, the arr iva ls of the hatless child in panel six and
the dark -haired child in panel seve n occ ur wi th the pane l transition s. Th anks to the ove rall order of
the panels, and to the fact that these characters' location s are vaca nt in the previou s panels (panel
four for hatless and panel six for dark-hai red, showi ng that they are not constantly present as off-
pa nel elements''), it is clear that the hatless child jo ins the gro up on the pitcher 's mound first, and
the dark -haired chi ld seco nd. For the purp ose of analyzing the panel progressio n, l am not
par ticularly concerned with why this co mic is funny. It will suffice to say that the increa sing
numb er of ch ildren present build s the jo ke that Charlie Brown is oblivious to the growing
discu ssion that is happenin g aro und him. Furthermore, the pan el separation help s break the strip
into distinct moments, and this distin ction is esse ntia l to the punchl ine. Charlie Brown 's punchlin e
5 I will ana lyze the co medic properties of off-panel elements in the next chapter.
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responds to Linus's statements in panels three and nine, ignoring the dialogue in panels four to
eight. The separation between the final pane l and the preceding conversation makes it clear that the
blank faces on the children in the final panel result from Charlie Brown's response to Linus, not the
property value conversation. The children in the final panel react to Charlie Brown 's speech in that
panel, his comically oblivious punchline. Their reactions augment the comedy of the punchlin e,
showing their surprise at Charlie Brown 's response to Linus. Timing based on panel progression is
relatively simple, and this simplicity makes it a valuable tool for comics comedians.
Comic strip panels do not only progress through distinct moments in time; they also
progress through distinct elements of jokes . Like any joke, a comic strip is split into two primary
components: a setup and a punchline. However, unlike many other forms of comedy (such as
spoken jokes), the setups and punchlines of com ic strips exist conte mporaneously; in other words,
the setups and punchl ines appear alongside one another at the same moment in time. Co mic strips
are not only series of small images; they are also larger images composed of series of small images.
These larger images contain setups and punchlines simultaneously, apparently comp licating comics
joke timing: how can comics comedians insure that their audiences read their punchlines after their
setups? They cannot; comics artists cannot control their readers. However, in order to time their
hum our, comics comedians can rely on the universal property of jokes: they require both setups and
punch lines. To continue with the same examp le from earlier, in order for the phrase "to get to the
other side" to be a punchl ine, it requires a setup such as "why did the chicken cross theroad?" The
punchline is not a joke without the setup (and vice versa) . CasuaI reade rs may consider punchlin es
to be more significa nt than setups, since punchli nes are the metaphorical sparks that ignite laughter.
However, though the punchl ine is the spark for comedy, the spark is pointless without the fuel that
the setup provides. As comedy theorist Scott Cutler Shershow says, "in jo kes, as so ofte n in life,
getting there is half the fun" (5), and the setup allows readers to get to the punchline. Skip ping
ahead is self-defeating: if a reader wants to "get" a comic strip joke, he or she must eventually read
both the setup and the punchline. Comics comed ians can use this essen tial combination of setup and
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The Peanut s strip from Jun e 23, 1968 (Sc hulz Plate 26, ["Bl anket"] , fig. 2.2) illustrat es that
the co mbination of se tup and punchline is a foundational element of co mic strip timing. Thi s strip is
structurally simple, but it nonetheless rel ies on the audie nce read ing both the setup and punch line.
The setup begin s with Charli e Brown asking Linus, " Don' t you eve r ge t tired of that blanket?"
(pan el three) ." Linus proceeds to tum the blanke t into a paper-or rather, cloth-airplane, sending it
flying aro und himself and Charli e Brown (panels four to seven). He then responds to Charli e Brown
by saying "not really!" (panel eight), a punchlin e that comically downp lays his surprising feat of
tex tile aero nautics. This str ip relies on the reader understanding both the se tup and the punchline.
For insta nce, if a reader skips from panel three ("Don' t you ever ge t tired of that blanket?" ) to the
6 l say thar tbe setup vbegins" in panel three due to publishing constraints imposed on comics artists. As Bill
Watterson states. comic strip puhlishers (mainly newspapers) from the I940s through 1990s held the rights to
reformat strips as they pleased , and many insisted on being able to eliminate the entire top row from Sunday strips
(Watterson 14-15). This publishing constraint led to detai l-lighr uue paneIs and shon "throw-away" jokes at the
beginningo f Sundays trips. Wilh theexce ptionsof Watterso n'sslripsa fterga iningcontrol of his format. none of the
Peanu ts or Calvin and Hobbes Sunday strips that I will cite have essential ele ments in the top row of panels. (As a
single-panel cartoon, The For Side was unaffected by this publishing constraint.) However. in my citation of comics
panels. I will still include the top row in the numbering scheme. with Ihe title panel being panel one.
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punchline ("Not really!"), he or she sees a dry exchange rather than ajoke. In order to "get" the
joke , readers do not necessarily need to examin e every element of every panel ; however, they must
understand that Linus performs an astounding feat with this apparently ordinary blanket. In other
words, the reader must understand the setup-s-Charlie Brown 's question and Linus's action-before
the punch line can finish the joke. Thus, the order of information plays a key role in the timing for
this simple joke: the setup must come before the punchlin e, since without the setup the intended
punchline is not a punch line.
Multi-panel comics such as "Blanket" often feature simple divisions between setup and
punchline; however, single-panel comics such as The Far Side often feature more compl ex
arrangements of information. Despite this complexity, single-panel comics still adhere to the same
rule as multi-panel comics: they require both setups and punchlines. In a brief mention of visual
design in comic strips, visual theorists Gunther Kress and Leo van Leeuwen state that many strips
"offer the reader a choice of reading path, and .. . leave itupto the reader how to traverse the
textual space" (222). Larson 's single-panel comics are such strips. Though elements of individual
Far Side cartoons may be more prominent than others, these strips ultimately let the audience
decide how to read them. However, these strips are not without visual logic. Kress and Leeuwen
continue that such "non-linear texts... select the elements that can be viewed and present them
according to a certain paradigmatic logic" (223) . In comic strips, this logic is one of setup and
punchline, or more specifica lly, of the fact that jo kes require the combinationofsetupa nd
punchlin e.However,thelabelsof "setup" and "pun chlin e" areproblematic in single-panel strips,
since these cartoons are synchronic fields with no designated reading orders. As film theorist Jam es
Monaco says , "we know how to read a page-in English, from left to right and top to bottom-but
we are seldom conscious of how precisely we read an image" (125). The comedy timing of single-
panel jok es must allow for many potential reading orde rs.
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Fig. 2.3. Larson 90, Street Physicia ns.
Larson allow s for a pluralit y of reading orders by splitting the integral inform ation of his
jokes between distinct visual elements, often in the form of images and captions. For exa mple, one
single-panel Far Side cartoon shows a doctor remov ing a pat ient 's organ on a street corner in front
of several applauding people, followed by the caption "Street physicians" (Larson 90, ["Street
Physician s"] , fig. 2.3). The defin ed elements in the image are a traffic light , the clappin g crowd, a
can with mon ey and chan ge aro und it, and the doc tor with a knife, organ and patient. None of these
elements are extran eous, but rather they establis h part of the information that is necessary to
under stand thej oke. The traffic light shows that the setting is a street, the doctor 's garb, patient and
organ make it clear that this is some kind of medical procedure (or at least a convincing facsimil e
thereof) , and the doct or 's pose, the cla pping people and the can of cas h show thatthisi sa
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performance. As the readers comprehend this image , they come to understand the situation: a doctor
is performing medicine in front of an audi ence in a street. For the purpo ses of timing, I am not as
concerned with why this cartoo n is funny. I will detail the nuances of action-based com edy more in
the next chapter, but for now it will suffice to say that this opera tion is comical because it is clearly
out of place on a sidewalk. Since the action is incongru ous with its context, the reader (probably)
expects that the caption will explain why the image presents something so silly. The caption refers
to the confu sing action but conspicuously fails to dispel the co nfusion, presentin g a pun on "street
musicians " instead . Thi s lack of illumination is a deviation from prediction that cau ses the audience
to laugh, or perhaps groan. The image establishes the scene, the caption refers to the scene, and the
combin ation of image and caption makes the jok e. In other word s, the image and the caption are the
two essential compon ents of this jo ke. Since "Street Physicians" relies on the combination of image
and caption , e ither element can set up the other as a punchlin e, depending on the readin g path that a
spectator cho oses. Regardless of the read ing order, the spatial division between the image and
caption time s the j oke by separating its constituent elements. Single-panel comic timin g mirrors the
painting timin g that visual theorist John Berger details in Ways of See ing. Berger says that , "In a
paint ing all its elements are there to be see n simultaneo usly. The spectator may need time to
examine each element of the paint ing" (26). The spectator of "Stree t Physicians" needs time to
examine the image and the caption; only then can he reach a conclusion and understand the j oke.
Larson splits the essential comedy e lements of "Street Physicians" into its image and caption,
ensuring that reader s can only get the joke after reading both of its distinct elements.
All comics exist as images on pages, and thus page layouts are some of the most important
arrangements of informati on in co mic strips. Even single-panel cartoons like "Stre et Physician s"
use page layouts to help time the setups and punchlin es of their jo kes : the image co mbines with the
caption to make the joke. In multi -panel strips, the jo kes usually involve top-left panels preceding
the bottom-right ones (as in my exa mple of "C urve Ball" ), and thus the setups in the top-left
precede the punchlin es in the bottom -right (as in my exa mple of "Blanket") . This order is intuiti ve
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for English-language strips. Howev er, " intuitive" does not mean " inevitab le"; comics comedians
can make jokes by consciou sly subverting the "normal" ord er of comic s panels. Such strips are
mist imed based joke s: their comedy relies upon suddenly challenging the anticipat ed arran gement
of elements . A mistimed jok e can present an incongruous-c-or atypical-panel order, disrupting the
anticipated order of top-left to bottom-right. Such jokes featur e setups that seemingly follow the
norma l order for comic s elements, and punchlin es that humorou sly coll apse this order. These joke s
rely on the fact that the comic strip is a co mplex visual unit, capable of directin g reader s in
unexp ected ways .
Fig. 2.4. Feazell, Borrow.
Mistimed jokes can defy linear timing by presenting atypi cal panel orders, makin g
interre lations betwe en images into the foc us of the comedy. An exa mple of such a joke co mes from
one of Matt Feaz ell' s The Incredible Mr. Spot strips, originally printed as an illustration in Scott
McCloud' s Understanding Comics (qtd. in McC loud 105, ["B orrow"] , fig. 2.4). "Borrow" times its
jok e using an atypical panel order. Strapped for cas h, Mr. Spot decides to "borrow some money
from myself in the futur e," ex tending a fishing line from panel three into his wallet in panel six. The
atypical interaction between panels three and six is the incongruity that makes "Borrow" into a
mistim edjoke; however, this interaction is not the punchlin e until the audience finishes readin g the
setup. The visual conn ection between panels three and six may encourage readers to view panel six
before panels four and five. However, without the information of panels four and five, the
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interr elation between panels three and six only see ms to display Mr. Spot borrowing money from
him self ; it is a comica l illustration of Mr. Spot defy ing comics timing, but it is not yet a punchline.
Panels four and five reveal that Mr. Spot intends to use his borrowe d money to pay for a meal.
Th ese panels provide important element s of the setup , allowing readers to view panel six-and its
interrelation with panel three- in a different light. Panel six shows that a fishing line fro m above is
stea ling Mr. Spot's dinner money, encouraging reader s to look up and review panel three .? Panel
three then reveals that Mr. Spo t does not only borrow money from himse lf: he cycl ically borrows
the same money that he previo usly borrow ed in order to pay for his dinner . Mr. Spo t's plan foil s
itse lf, present ing not only a challenge to diegetic time, but a cha llenge to timing as well. The non-
linear interrelation betw een panels three and six makes the combination of panels three and six into
the punchline of the joke. Like any punchlin e, it depends on its setup : pane ls one through six . In
other word s, the combination of panels three and six is the punch line, but only after readi ng the
entirety of the strip. Th is claim echoes John Berger's statements abou t pain tings and timi ng that I
quote in my analysis of "Stree t Physicians." Berger says that "whenever [the spectator] reac hes a
co nclusion, the simultaneity of the whole paintin g is there to reverse or qualify his conclusion" (26),
and the punchl ine of "Borrow" relies on this simultaneity. Comic strips are large images that are
separated into smaller images by panel bord ers; the arrangements of these borders indica te orde rs
and temp oral progressions for the visual elements. In other word s, comics panels impose diachronic
orde rs on synchron ic fields , and mistim ed jo kes such as "Borrow " point out that comics panels exist
simultaneously, des pite what the panel borders may imply. "Borrow" depends on leading the
audie nce from pane l six back to panel three, showing how comic s comedia ns can use co llapse
expec tations about comics timing for the sake of co medy.
"Borrow" may appear to refute the idea that reading order is the foundation of come dy
timing in comics. The strip challenges the normal order of the pane ls, pointing reader s fro m panel
three to panel six (and vice-versa ). However, it is importan t to note that this comic challenges the
7 Or to recall the memory of panel three; the effect on the joke timing is the same.
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norma l order of the panel s. "Borrow" focuses on atypical timing, which is a comic al element of its
mis timedjoke. This strip does not show that spatial timin g is invalid in comedy comics; rather, it
shows that there are no abso lutes in comedy. At the risk of sounding c liched, one may say that
comedy rules exist to be brok en. Once a comedian and an audience agree upon a rule, blatant
disregard for said rule can lead to a clever joke. As comedy theorist Susan Purdi e says, "funniness
invo lves at once breakin g rules and 'marking' that break, so that correct behaviour is implicitly
instat ed; yet in transgre ssing and recognizin g the rules, jo kers take power over rather than merely
submitting to them" (3, author 's emphasis). "Bo rrow," and other mistimed jok es like it, are
humorou s exceptions that ca n only exis t because of the rule. Spatial timin g is found ational to
comics comedy , and challenging this found ation ca n result in mistimed joke s.
Sec t ion 2.3 : Quantity of Information
Though comic s artists cannot de termine the actual amount of time that it takes for a read er to
comprehend a strip, authors can co ntrol the timi ng proportionally: the more information in a strip,
the longer it takes someone to read it. For exa mple, while a prose writer may not know how long it
will take a given person to read 1000 words, this writer cer tainly knows that it takes longer to read
2000 words . Likewis e, a visually simple strip has a quicker timing than a visuall y complex one,
even thou gh the author cannot dictate the timing (as someone telling a spoken joke could, for
instance). Pinpoi nt timin g is esse ntial for humour, since in jo kes the moment of the comedy must be
c rystal clear . Ther efore, comics co media ns must use definit e and unambi guous strip elements to
time their joke s. The am ount of information prese nt in a strip is one such element: a higher den sity
of detai l always translates into a slower timing. The "densi ty" of detail depend s on the quantity of
information and the visua l space available; the more infor mation and the less space for that
informati on, the higher the density. Mistimed jokes can manipul ate the density of informati on for
laughs, but all comic s j okes necessarily possess densit ies of information, since they all display
information in space. Thu s, comedic timing in comics rel ies heavily on the quantit y of information
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present in a strip.
Timin g based on the amount of deta il is not unique to comics, and exists in other narrati ve
form s. Robert C. Harvey me ntions a comics technique simi lar to one of McCl oud 's stra tegies for
slowing down diegetic time, stating that "action can be slowed dow n by sequences of pictures that
focus minut ely on each aspect of a developing action in the manne r of a slow motion camera" (39) .
This "s low motion" style of comics affects comedic timing, providi ng more informa tion about the
action in the form of more images of the action. A slow-motion camera does not affec t dieget ic time
either; rather , it changes the speed at which the audie nce perceives the movement. Though unlik e
film, co mics cannot directly co ntro l the rate at which the audience sees the action, increasi ng the
quant ity of visual information in comics panels crea tes an effect similar to a slow- motion camera.
The timin g of a strip comes fro m the number and complexi ty of its panels. More images and more
details in the images make for slower timing (and fewer details makes for qu icker timing),
regardl ess of the amount of diege tic time that appears to pass in the strip . The link betwee n
information quantity and reading rate is one of the central concepts of co medic timing in comic
strips.
An exa mple of how information affects com ics timing comes from a Calvin and Hobbes
strip where Calvin's parents review photos of Ca lvin making funny faces (Watterso n 146,
["Ph otos"] , fig. 2.5). For purposes of analyzing the timing it will suffice to say that this joke 's
punchlin e (the final panel) works by contextualizing its setup (the previo us thirteen panels),
revealin g that the images are photographs of Ca lvin. The punch line revea ls what Ca lvin is doi ng in
the setup, generating humour from the sudden realization of the con tex t for the actio n (and from the
silliness of the faces) . Each of the setup panels has a quick timing: devoid of any backgro und or
foregro und detail, each only establishes another of Calvin's funny faces. T he timing of the strip as a
whole is relati vely quick as well, despite the fact that the qua ntity of panels impl ies that Ca lvin
spends a large amount of diege tic time making himself look ridic ulous . Wh ile my apprec iation of
this strip's timing may seem contradictory at first, it ste ms from the fact that this is a streamlined
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Fig. 2.5. lVattersoll 146, Photos.
and (relative ly) simple jok e. The quantit y of ruined photos is an ess ential element o f the eventual
pun ch line; wh ether readers laugh at Ca lvin 's audacious ac tion orat his pa rents' resigned
disapp oin tment, the large sco pe of Ca lvin' s misc hief-the numb er of photos he ruined-makes the
punch more forceful. Addit ionally, the lack of co ntex tual information in the setup is esse ntial as
we ll: the pun chlin e wo uld not involve a sudde n realization if readers knew from the start tha t the
se tup panels represent photograph s. Though the se tup has thirt een images, eac h image beyond the
first co nveys very litt le information, showing that Ca lvin makes yet another silly face. This lack of
inform at ion mak es the panels fast to read, giving them a quick timing. Gran ted, a high number o f
pan elsdoes slowdowntiming:readers have to at least glance atthe thirtee n images to notice that
they are alm ost identi cal to each other. However, the repetiti on of similar pan els speeds up the
timin g by enco uragi ng readers to rapidly skim the se tup and move on to the punchline, the visua lly
dist inctfinalpanel.ln order to bllild thc comcdy of the plInchline, the se tup must es tablish that
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Calv in makes a lot of funny faces; thus, by encouraging readers to register and skim over the
repet itive "face" panels, the setup quickly and effectively sets up the punchline . A series of simple,
similar panels allows this strip to have a slow diegesis yet a quick timing, showing how information
density affec ts timing in com ic strips.
Comics comedian s do not create strips with sparse details purely out of formul a; rather, such
an aesthetic affect s the timing of the jo kes. Comics theoris ts such as Pascal Lefevre ( 158) and Scott
McC loud (4 1-44) notice the frequent lack of visual complexity in comedy comics, though they do
not engage with the notion of why simplistic illustrations frequently occur in humorou s strips
specifica lly. Lefevre states that "not all comic s rely on the same amount of visualized space: in
funny comic strips... the background s are quite minimal or even absent" ( 158). Lefevre uses this
observation as an example of the range of visual complexity in the comics medium , cit ing comic
strips as counterpoints to more detailed graphic novels. However, for these funny comic strips,
simplistic backgrounds can be essential elements of the humour, affecting the comedy as well as the
aesthetic.8
Displaying large panels with minimal backgrounds, the Peanuts strip from December 26,
1971 (Schu lz Plate 57, ["Snowing"] , fig. 2.6) is a strong exa mple of using sparse detail for comedy
pacing. This strip is light on visual detail. The first two panels have very limited backgrounds-only
two trees in each-and the remainin g images have no background details at all. In fact, aside from a
few props to indicate location, "Snowing" only contains the characters, foreground snow, and a few
small speech balloons, most of which only contain "Z," onomatopoeia that indicates snoring.
Featurin g ten panels and limited visual detail, "Snowing" is a quick read. Diegetically, however,
this strip shows only two scenes-outside and inside-with few differences between most of the
panels. McC loud and Harvey would likely claim that the repetit ion of similar frames creates a
feeling of greater length in these scenes, showing that Linus lingers outside by the snoring snow,
8 Though I am arguing for the comical impact of simple backgrounds in co mic strips. such backgrounds do affect the
aesthetic of the strips. For exa mple. many newspapers resize comic strips before publishing them (Watterson 14-16),
and simple background s help comic strips remain legible at smallers izcs.
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and takes his tim e inside before stati ng his reve lation. Though it may see m to disagree with my
assess me nt of the timin g of this strip, I agree that this repet itio n indi cates that Linu s moves slow ly
through both of these scenes, becau se Linus 's unhu rried movem ent is an important eleme nt of the
jo ke. A pun such as this one is a relatively nonse nsical twist of speec h; it "derives most of its uniqu e
hum or from ambi guity of [lingui stic) form" (Davis 36, author's emphasis), the arbitrary relati on
betw een sound and mean ing. The pun ch line of "Snowing," Linu s 's statement that " it's snoring
outside," shows a remarkably appro priate abs urdity that is close to the unremarkably appropriate
phras e " it's snow ing outside." Schul z adds hum our to the strip by co nveying the idea that Linus
delive rs his line wit hout fanfare or exci tement. The fact that Linu s takes his time to sit dow n before
speaking hints toward a ca lm deli very. However important Linu s 's slow speed may be, I assert that
the light detail of "Snow ing" qui ckl y and effec tively co mmunica tes the idea that Linu s takes his
time. For exa mple, the transitions betwee n panels five , six and seve n show di fferences only in the
arrange me nt of the snowflakes, the posi tion of Linu s, and the perspec tive of the fra mes (panel six is
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Fig. 2.7. Watterso n l v l c Abduction.
"zoo med't slightly closer to Linus and Woodstock. rnaking them appear bigger). There is little else
in these panels to read,o nly thestat ionary Woodstock still sleeping under a pile of snow. Despite
their effect onth ed iegetictim e,th ese panels' relativelyl arge sizes and sparse detail give this strip a
low density of information, and thus a quick timing.
If a comic strip with a few simple panels has a quick comedic timing, it follows thatastrip
with many intricate panels would have a much slower pace. A text-heavy strip has a low speed,
since each word is a tidbit of information that the reader must see andco mprehend. However, even
in the absence of words, a comedy comic can have a leisurely tempo. W atterson' s Cull'in und
Hobbes features a text-less strip where Calvin gets abducted by aliens (191, ["Abduction"]' fig.
2.7). Displaying one of Watterson's famously complex layouts, "Abduction" first establishes that
an alien-made Calvin replica committed various household crimes,a nd then in threese parate
panels-a visualind ication of a change in the diegesis-Calvin'sm other drags him up to his room,
seemingly unimpressed by Calvin's imaginative excuse for his mischief. The yellow frame at the
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bottom reveals that the rest of the strip is a frame narrative, showi ng a non-robotic Calvin speaking
to his visibly agitated moth er. The punchline-Calvin looking disgustedly out of an upstair s
wind ow-show s that Calvin 's fanciful story did not allow him to esca pe pun ishment. This transition
betw een narrati ves has a slow pace in and of itse lf, since in the abse nce of text the readers must
piece the frame change together from visua l clues such as Ca lvin's protesting pose and the sudden
lack of robotic bolts. Visual detail as well as narra tive complexity makes this an unhurr ied co mic,
includin g numerous small panels (such as one through four) and severa l detail-dense large panels
(such as five and six). This strip's deliberate pace and met iculous detail add to the de livery of the
j oke, allowin g the readers to experience the ove rwrough t intricacy that Ca lvin brings to his fanciful
tale. Watterson 's joke in this strip relies on the humorous over-co mplexi ty of Calvin's exc use .
Therefore, Watterson takes the trouble-and the time-to evoke a humoro usly com plex story in his
reader 's imagination, complete with intricate backgrounds and interesti ng panel shapes . This strip
shows a punchline in panel thirteen as Ca lvin appears genuinely disgus ted that his Oscar-worthy
performan ce does not prevent him from being grounded. The joke relies on Calvin putting
incredibl e effo rt into his lie, and the dense detail and slow pacing of this strip allow the readers to
apprec iate the comedy ofa childish excu se that is literally draw nout.
In genera l, co mplex panels convey high quantities of information and simple panels co nvey
lower quantiti es, but this is not necessarily the case . A strip such as "Abduction" features panels that
are visuall y and conceptually dense: they estab lish the many nuancesofCalvin's tale, and thus
es tablish that Ca lvin's tale is overwrought. Comparatively, a strip such as "Photos" features panels
that are visually and concept ually simple: the thirteen "face "panels only estab lish that Ca lvin
makes many funny faces. Mistimed jokes can challenge the conve ntions of comics timing by
presentin g panels that defy the general corr elation between visual and co nceptual density. For
exa mple, by displaying visua lly dense panels that provide very little info rmation, comics comedians
can defy reader expectat ion abou t the panels . This form of comedy is rare, as disjunctions between
visual and conceptual density may appear to indicate poor ly crafte d co mics rather than co mplex
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comic s jokes. However, mistimed jokes can nonetheless defy the general convention s of
information density in comic s, perhaps creating intenti onally- and ironically-terrible comic s.
An example of a mistimed jo ke that manipulat es the quantity of informati on comes from Art
Spiegelman 's Breakdowns. Though Breakdowns is an anthology of short comics rather than a comic
strip, the section "Cracking Jokes" (38-4 1) detail s some techniques of comics comedy. This section
shows numerous versions of a comics jo ke, featurin g distinct formal differences between each
iteration. These formal differences do not all deal with the comics form per se. For example , one
alteration switches the roles of the two characters but maintains the same panel count and layout
(39), altering the comedy form but maintainin g a very similar comics form. However, one
permu tation (40-4 1) drastically changes the comics form, turning the joke into a comica l
demo nstration of comics timing. The original jo ke is largely incidental , but since my analysis will
focus on one of Spiegelman 's formal alterations (rather than the full "Crac king Jokes" section), I
must establish the original joke before I can show how altering the quantity of information turns it
into a mistimed joke. In the original joke , a man who believes that he is dead goes to see a
psychiatrist. The psychiatrist instructs him to repea t the phrase "dead men don 't bleed" for three
hours (38). After three hours, the psychiatrist pricks the man's finger and draw s blood, causing the
delud ed man to exclaim, "Dead men do bleed!" (38). The setup establishes three important diegetic
points: the man thinks that he is dead; the psychiatrist instructs him to repeat "dead men don't
bleed" for three hours; and "three hours later" (38) the psychiatrist pricks the man 's finger, drawing
blood. The punchline shows that the deluded man defies the psychiatri st 's efforts, drawing a
com ical conclusion from the events of the setup. For my analysis, it is esse ntial to note that this jok e
relies on the distinction between diegetic time and timing: the line "three hours later" quickly
establishes a lengthy passage of diegetic time. However, one of Spiegelman's permutations remo ves
this line, opting to illustrate these three repetitive hours with twenty-one repetitiv e panels. This
forma l alteration results in a mistimed joke that manipulates the density of information for the
purpose of comedy.
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Fig. 2.8. Spiegelman 40-41, "Cracking l akes"
Fig. 2.8a. Panel numbers f or fig . 2.8.
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At the beginning of this permutation (fig. 2.8), Spiegelman' s narrator says that "timing is
important " (40), and the joke that follows is a humorous display of intention ally terribl e comics
timing. The following twenty-on e panels illustrate the "three hours later" line from the original joke
(38), culminating in a punchline that admits to the jo ke's failed timing," Panel two features a
narrative capti on that states, "the guy stands in front of the mirror for three hours and repeats.. ."
(40), establi shing the upcoming passage of diegetic time. The next nineteen panels-three through
twenty-on e-provide detailed illustrations of this simple line in panel two. These panels are almost
as visually dense as those of the original joke: they retain background details such as certificate s, a
shadow, and a lamp. Similar to the "Photos" strip from earlier, readers may skim these panels after
noticing that they are repetitiv e, thereby speeding up the pacing. However, eventua l difference in
the punchline is not striking enough to encourage readers to j ump to it; therefore, despite the
repetitio n, this strip does not have a qu ick timing. InReading Images, Gunther Kress and Leo van
Leeuwen state that, "The elements [of an image]. .. are made to attract the viewer 's attention to
different degree s, as realized by such factors as placement in the foreground or background, relative
size, contrasts in tonal value (or co lour), differences in sharpness, etc." (183), defining this visual
property as "sa lience." The punchline of this permutation is not particularly salient compared to the
repetitive setup, and thus it does not encourage readers to quickly skip to it. The repetitive panels
also feature a paucity of informati on. Whereas the original joke in "Cracking Jokes" offers four
panels that establish fourdiegetic point s (three in the setup and one in the punchline), this
permu tation offers nineteen panels that establish only one diegetic point: three hours of repetition is
boring. Even this "point" is not new information; the boring repetition of panels simply highlights
the boring repetition of "dead men don 't bleed" that panel two establishes. These panels severely
reduce the density of information in the strip: whereas the original (effectively) had one point per
panel, this version takes nineteen panels to elaborate on a point that one panel establishes.
Interestingly however, these repeti tive images add new extra-diegetic information: the presence of
9 For simplici ty. I will refer to the panel that says "timing is important " as panel one, the panel with the "yawn"
punchlin e aspaneltwent y-two. and the intervening panels as two throught went y-one.
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nineteen boring- and apparently pointless- panels. The punchline-panel twcnty-two- shows the
character's reflection frowning and thinking "yawn," pointing out the repetitive nature of the
previous panels. This punchline does not merely refer to the character 's diegetic boredom at his
task; it also refers to the strip's lack of "sw iftness and surprise" (40), elements that, as Spiegelman
says, "wi ll help you get your laugh" (40) . Thus, the low density ofinfonnation is a key element of
the setup: the final panel refers back to the first, comically point ing out that this jo ke has terrible
timing. This portion of "Crac king Jokes" is a mistimedj oke that comically ack nowledges its own
comical failure.
Though comics comedians cannot direct ly determine how long it will take readers to read
their jokes, they can control the timing of their strips by manipul ating the amount of information in
the panels. A prose writer knows it takes longer for someone to read 2000 words than 1000, and a
comics artist knows that some pictures are worth more words than others. The more information
that a jo ke has to set up, the longer the joke and the slower the timing. Likewise, the timing of
comics jo kes is inherently tied to their visual complexity and the amount of information that the
strip conveys . Comics comedian s can defy this corre lation between visual and conceptual density,
but it results in intent ionally poor strips and exceptionally difficult jokes.
Section 2.4: Conclusion
Joke timing in comics is a logical starting point for this paper not because it is simple, but
because it is an inescapable element of comic strip jo kes. All comic strips have arrangements and
quantities of informa tion, and these arrange ments and quantities necessari ly affect the timing of
their jokes. Comics jokes requ ire both setups and punchlines, and the arrangements of information
influence when readers realize both these elements and thus "ge t" the joke. Detail-heavy panels take
longer to read than detail-l ight panels, and therefore the density ofinfomlationaffectscomicsjoke
timing as well. Very few strips collapse expectations about timing, but such challenges to the visual
tools of comics time arc possible, as " Borrow" and "Cracking Jokes" show. This chapter approaches
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comics comedy from the ground up; many of my subsequent analyses will incorporate my
conclusions about comics joke timing. Timing is foundational to humour, and therefore it is
foundational to my study of humour as well.
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Chapter 3: Unseen Sights
Section 3.1: Intr oduction
At a basic level , comic books tell stories through series of pict ures, and com ic strips tell
jo kes the same way. Since comics is a visual med ium, understand ing images is one of the foremost
elements of comics literacy. Narrat ion through static images'? is a key co mponent of the co mics
form . Though it may seem obvious to seaso ned comics readers, comics literacy depend s on the
knowl edge that comics images are limited perspecti ves on diegetic worlds. Panel boundaries do not
(necessa rily) correspond to fictional boundaries, and still images do not (necessarily) imply still
diegeses. Like photograph s or representational paintings, comics images represent sec tions of
world s that they render static. These worlds consist of far more than the froze n frames ca n show,
co ntinuing before, after, and around the still- life images. Com ics literacy invo lves understanding
that the diegetic world in the comics panel is not the world in its entirety. In order to "see" full
diegeses, readers must complete the dieget ic world in their imagination, interpret ing the image
supplied synecdochically and picturin g the unseen elements, which I am ca lling "unseen sights."
T hese unseen sights may exist within panels (behind speec h balloons or other objec ts), outside
pan els (beyo nd the limits of what appears in the panel), or betwee n panels (movements that link
images together). Comics theorists often refer to this process of imagin ing visuals as achieving
"closure" (McCloud 63, Hatfield 135, among others). Achieving closure is a key element of co mics
literacy; therefore, manipulat ing closure is a key element of co mics comedy. Since comics relies
heavily on sights that are absent but implied, co mics comedians can twist these implications to
c reate jokes that rely on the formal structure of comics.
Achieving closure is a necessary component of understanding comics, and thus
understanding closure is a necessary component of understandi ng how co mics com edians
co mplica te the process of understanding co mics . McCloud shows that closure can be as
straightforward as rea lizing that a character's legs are still diegetically present even if a panel ends
10 "Static" as opposed 10 the illusion of movement that comes from the rapid successio n of images in film.
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at the character 's waist (61). In other words, comics readers achieve closure when they realize that
the visuals in the panels metonymically represent larger images. The notion of metonymy as a key
part of reading is not original to comic s theory: meton ymy is equally important in other visual
forms such as film, representational painting and photography. For instance, film theorist James
Monaco claims that "metonymical devices yield them selves so well to cinematic exploitation . . .
Associated details can be compre ssed within the limits of the frame to present a statement of
extraordinary richness. Metonymy is a kind of cinematic shorthand" (135-36 ), and it is a kind of
comics shorthand as well. Closure is not unique to comics, but it is import ant to comics. Even in his
early discussion of closure, McCloud shows that implied sights are ripe for humorou s exploitation.
" In this panel you can' t even see my legs," McCloud 's narrator states, "yet you assume that they're
there . ... Even though they'r e not!" (61). This passage humorously point s out the disjunction
between unseen sights-the charac ter's legs- and literal sights-blank space below the panel
border . I I In "The Constructi on of Space in Comics," Pascal Lefevre states that "the reader
constructs the diegetic space in various ways: both by elements that appear inside the frame and by
elements that remain unseen (in the French called hors champ)" (157) .12 Building on the image
provided within the panel, the reader infers a larger diegetic space, incorporating both seen and
unseen element s. These unseen elements are necessarily implied by the seen ones; the contextual in-
panel clues lead readers to make assumptions about the unseen diegetic sights. Visual theorist John
Berger addresses unseen sights in photography by saying that "every time we look at a photograph,
we are aware, however slightly, of the photographer selecting that sight from an infinity of other
possible sights" (10); in comics, these other possible sights are hors champ elements. The images
II At this point in the thesis, it is not necessary to understand the formal mechanics of this joke: it is more important as
a demonstration of closure than as a jok e per se. This jo ke relies on more than ju st impl ying unseen elements: it also
refers to the literal appea rance oft he strip (the lack of printed Iegs on the page) in a comedy techniqu e sometimes
known as "breakin g the fourth wa ll." Though I will not deta il it here, pointing out the disjunction between diegesis
and reality isa powerful form of comedy, and it is thc top ic ofChapter Five of thi s thcsis.
12 Lefevre uses thet crm "hors champ" as a catego ry that "no t only refer[s] to the virtu al supposed space outside the
frame (in French called hors cadre) ofa certain pane l, buta Iso to the supposed "hidden" space within the borders of
the panel itself (in French called hors champ internet" ( 157- 158). I will borrow Lefev re 's use of "hors champ," as a
ca lcgo ryreferring lo unseeneleme nls outsidethepanel bo rdcrs and elements obscured byforcground imagcswithin
panel s.
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within comics panels are diegetically larger than they appea r, implying the presence of unseen
sights that exist off-panel.
Closure involves more than just diegetic sights that are spatially off-panel; it also involves
sights that are temporally off-panel, occurring before, after, or between images. These sights change
over time ; they can occur in the same diegetic space as the on-pa nel elements, but the panels are
static and cannot change. However, these panels can imply change over time, using techniqu es such
as "before" and "after" shots (McC loud 70-71) and motion blur (McCloud 111-14) that hint toward
the intervenin g events. Based on these clues, readers achieve closure by imagining the off-panel
sights. In other words, closure involves motion, which is change in position over time (relative to a
frame of reference). Scott McCloud's concept of "c losure" includes motion as well as off-panel
elements, and he states that "the reader's deliberate, voluntary closure is comics' primary means of
simulating time and motion" (69). McCloud expands clos ure to include translating series of still-life
pictures-what readers see-into diegetic worlds with time and motion- what readers imagine
after achieving closure.' :' Building upon McCloud's theory of closure, Chris Hatfield claims that a
comics "reader's task is to translate the given series [of images] into a narrativ e sequence by
achieving closure" (135), a process that "requires the invocat ion of learned competencies; the
relationshipsbetweenpictures are a matter of convention,not inherent connectedness" (135).
Hatfield mentions a key concept for actions in comics : readers must use their "learned
competencies" to establish connections between panels. Such competencies can come from real-life
experiences or from understand ing the visual tools of comics. Even if a reader realizes that one
comics image diegetically leads into the next, s/he still has to divine the relationship between them
based on clues. This perceived relationship betwee n comics panels is similar to the illusion of
motion in cinema, since film is a rapid succession of still images. Film theorist Bruce F. Kawin
states that when watching a movie, "the eyes see one distinct frame after another-s-successive
glimpses, for example, of a hand in the act of waving . The brain applies the real-world laws of
13 As in Chapter Two. here I am largely unconcerned with closure affecting diege tic time. For this chapter. diegetic
time is only important insofar as it allows reader s to imagine motion .
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cause and effect to this series of stills and deduces that the hand must have moved from one
photogra phed posi tion to another- and so we imagine that we have actually seen the object move"
(48, author's emp hasis). Film encourages the audience to subconsciously achieve closure, whereas
comics encourag es the audience to consciously achieve closure. Though actions do not link all
comics panels , every action in comics is temporally off-panel, forcing readers to imagine the
changes in position over time. Readers see visual clues that exist before and/or after implied
movements , then invoke learned competencies to imagine the unseen motions that transpire in the
diegeticworlds.
Whereas achieving closure is a component of the comics reading process, manipu lating
closure is a component of formalist comics comedy. Closure plays a fundamental structural role in
comics, allowing strips to incorporate unseen sights that continue before, after, within, and around
the limited, still panels . However, these unseen sights are not rigidly defined; rather, readers must
interpre t these visuals based on in-panel clues. By using these clues to imply the presence of off-
panel elements (such as a character 's legs exis ting below the panel border), comics comedians can
set up unexpected punchlines that defy the previous implications (such as stating that the legs are
not present in reality, despite what the diegetic closure may imply). Formali st comics comedy can
intentiona lly force readers to achieve closure that proves to be comically incorrect, collapsing this
reading process and complicating the audience's ideas about the off-panel visuals. Comic strips
require reader s to achieve closure for straightforwa rd, narrati ve purposes as well, but I will focus on
instances where the joke s use misleading in-panel clues to lead readers to achieve false closure.
These closure-ba sed jokes break down into two basic categories: those based on implied elements
outside the pane ls (hors champ) and those based on the unseen events that link panels together
(actions). As varied as these jokes may be, they all manipulate closure. Narration through static
images is a core component of the comics form, and co llapsing this narration is a core component
of formalist comi cs comedy; therefore, analyzing such a comical collapse must be a core
compo nent of comics comedy criticism.
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Section 3.2: Hors Champ Elements and Orr-Pan el Jokes
The definiti on of hors champ sounds like a joke; it is a category of elements that both exist
and do not exist, a potentially humorous contradic tion that makes hors champ elements into
important tools for comics comedy. Hors champ elements can include off-panel sounds l4 as well as
sights, but for my purp oses I will focus strictly on visual hors champ elements. These unseen sights
are important components of comics narratives, equally as important as the in-panel images . James
Monaco speaks to the importance of off-screen elements in film, stating that much of the meaning
in cinema "comes not from what we see (or hear) but from what we don't see or, more accurately,
from an ongoing process of comparison of what we see with what we don't see" (136) . Comics
employs a similar process of comparison: the elements that we see allow us to imagine the elements
that we do not see. Diegetically, hors champ elemen ts are largely the same as in-panel visual
elements. Since panel borders are (usually) unre lated to the diegesis, characters can some times
"see" elements that readers cannot; there is no such thing as "off- panel" within the fictional world.
From the perspect ive of readers, however, hors champ elements are far different from their visible
counterparts. Though these sights may be importan t-or even integral-to the diegesis, readers do
not see them. Hors champ elements exist for the characters but are implied for the readers, a
potentially funny disconnect between reader and text. However, hors champ elements have some
connection with the in-panel visible field: clues that hint toward where and what they are. Comics
comedians can amplify the humour of the disconnection between reader and text by providing
conflicting or confusing clues about unseen sights in the setups of their jokes . The punchlines can
then twist the setups, humorously collapsin g the implied hors champ elements and replacing them
with something else. Jokes based on hors champ elements-or "off-panel jokes" for short-
complicate the audience's ability to imagine the unseen sights of comics.
In-panel clues can often allow comi cs readers to imagine off-pane l diegetic elements, but in
14 Diegetic sounds with no co rrespondin g symbols of comics sound in the panel s. This category doc s not include in-
panel sounds who se origins are off-pan el, such as speech balJoons with "tai ls"pointingtooff-pancJspeakers. Jn
these cases the speake rs are hors champ eJemenls but the sounds arenol.
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off-panel jo kes, these clues also serve to set up the punchlines. A co mics comedian can complicate
the process of co mpleting the diegesis by imp lying a certai n off-pa nel element in the setup, and then
abruptly altering the implicatio n in the punch line. Murray S. Davis states that "since the unexpected
is an esse ntial fea ture of humor, comics continually try to underc ut their audience's expec tations"
(12), and suddenly und erm ining expectations abou t hors champ elemen ts can lead to stro ng jo kes.
Thi s quote echoes Max Eastman's notion of comed ic reversa l in The Sense of Humor. Eas tman
states that jokes can enco urage one expec tation in the setup, and then prese nt the "square and
ove rwhelming" (35) opposite of that expectation in the punchline. Struc turally, jo kes based on hors
champ elements function identically to the jokes that Eastma n menti ons, presenting two conflic ting
perspectives on the dieget ic space . Off-panel jo kes encourage the audie nce's expectation in the
se tup, then undercu t this cultivated expectation in the punchline, creating jo kes by revea ling the
audie nce's inferences abo ut the off-pa nel elemen ts to be incorrec t or inappropriate.
A straightforwar d form of off-panel joke offers conflic ting implica tions about the off-pa nel
e lements. The implications in the setups may appear appropriate and logical, and thus the eve ntual
twists in the punchl ines may be unexpected. The Peanuts strip from October 9, 1966 (Schulz Plate
23, ["Car"] , fig. 3.1) humorously twists such an implication about an hors champ eleme nt. The joke
is a co llision of oppos ites that relies on contrasting Linus's interp reta tion against the father's
characterization of the unseen action. Looking off-pane l, Lucy and Linus see their father "bac king
the ca r out of the garage," and assume that he is go ing to the store . T hey then inundate him with
demands, beginning with a (relatively) reasonable request for a comic and a candy bar, and building
momentum until their list includes a football and a boat. This rising intensity makes for tidbit s of
hum our over the course of the strip, as Linus's childis h greed metastasizes in panels five through
nine. However, at the end Linus falls flat in his comica l opportu nism when he realizes that his father
is not go ing to the store at all. His selfish mome ntum begins with an unwarranted assu mption, and it
cras hes with the refutat ion of that assumption. This joke form echoes one of Eastma n's co medy
laws, stating that " the identi ty of the positive current with the negat ive must be immedia te and
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Fig. 3.1. Schulz Plate 23. Cat:
perfect" (99) .15 In other word s, in this sty le of jo ke the punchlin e must suddenly show an implied
interpretation of the diegesis to be incorre ct by substituting a contradictory interpretation in its
place . The comedy comes from replacing one interpre tation of the diegesis with another one that is
oppos ite yet appropriate (and, for the sake of the humour, hopefully unexpected). The jo ke in "Car"
follow sthis style:itisa coll ision of opposites inthe forrn of false assumpti on andfact.
The j oke in "Ca r" revolves around 1101's champ clem ents-the off-panel father with the car-
rather than Linus and Lucy 's humorously growing demand s. The punchline of the strip docs not
come with the frustration of Linus's greed in Panel Ten, but wit h the illumination of the dad 's action
in the final panel. The real meat of this joke is not the deflation of Linus 's hopesper se; ifit were,
the punchline would be his deflated "o h" in Panel Ten. Rathe r, the jo ke culminates with why
Linus 's hopes are deflat ed. The comedy in the strip comes from Linus 's erroneous interpretation of
his dad 's unseen ac tions. The force of the punchline come s from its abrupt refutation of Linus' s
15 Eastmanhorrow sfrol11th c l11athcl11aticaldcfinitions of "pcr fcct" (l11can ing com plctc), " identity" (meaning two
function s thal arc cqu al), and "p ositivc" and " ncgativc" (l11can ing oppositc s), andfrol11his owndd in itionof
"currcn t offccling"(96-97, mean ing an interpretation, or what a Iistener fee ls about a jo ke).
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assumption. Like a reader building a diegetic world to include hors champ elements, Linus makes
an assumption based on clues . Importantly, reader s never see Linus's dad in action: their only
informati on is Linus's descrip tion of the action . Readers interpret the off-panel elements along with
Linus, and even if they laugh at the children's greed, the assumptio n that the dad is going to the
store is the best clue the reader s have about this unseen sight. Based on Linus's perspec tive, readers
(probably) construct mental images of the dad going to the store . The punchline shows this
interpretation of the off-panel elements to be false, collapsing the mental images in a way readers
do not anticipat e. This refutation of expectation is a tried-and-t rue come dy technique: the artist
implies one expanded diegetic world through a subjective frame, then suddenly collapses that frame
for the sake of comedy.
The implied dieget ic worlds of off-panel jokes are not necessari ly as logical or appropriate
as the fictional world in "Car," however. If "C ar" does not show Linus's father or his car, it is
nonetheless easy to imagine a man backing an automobile out of a garage. More complex off-pa nel
jo kes can involve unseen sights that are not so easy to understand, including clues that imply
improbable hors champ elements. The punchline s of these strips can then explain or dispel the
confusing improbability, co llapsing the initial subje ctive frame and causi ng the audience to laugh.
An exa mple of such a strip comes from the Peanut s strip from August 14, 1960 (Schulz Plate 14,
["C louds"], fig. 3.2). The strip features Charlie Brown , Linus, and Lucy lying on a grassy hilltop
and discussing the clouds that they see. Simple clouds are prominent aspect s of the first panel
(otherwise known as the "t itle panel"), implying that such clouds are important elements of the
strip. Despite the fact that clouds are on-panel elements of this panel, they are still unseen sights for
the purposes of the jo ke. Clouds constantly move, and therefore the title panel does not necessarily
display the clouds that the children discuss. Furthermore, due to the publishing constraints
mentioned earlier, the title panel is not necessari ly present in cvery printing of the strip, and
therefore this "establishing shot" cannot be an integral compo nent of the joke . Beyond the title
panel the clouds never appear ; readers must imagine the clouds based on the descriptions that the
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Fig. 3.2. Schul z Plate 14, Clouds.
characters give. The clouds exist beyond the borders of the panels, but due to the title panel and the
ch aracter 's discussions, the readers' constructio n of the diege tic space of the strip necessarily
includ es the clouds.
The jok e in "Clouds" featu res a clash of two opposite perspectives on the hors champ
element s. The humour does not depend on the reader preferrin g Linus's pretenti ous interpretation of
the clouds or Charlie Brown 's humbl e one-to spark the comedy, it is enough that one perspectiv e
opposes the other . The joke relies on the cont rast. At firs t Linus's description see ms plausibl e if
unlike ly-a cloud certainly could look like the map of a spec ific island. Linus' s interpretations of
the clo uds decrease in plausibilit y as they go on, build ing momentum that crashes into Charlie
Brown 's mode st sightin g of a "ducky and a horsie." The gradual progression makes Linus' s
creativit y or pretension sharply con flict with Charlie Brown 's simplicity. Additi onally, Linus uses
gra ve and serious comparisons such as "the stoning of Stephen," whereas Charlie Brown uses
infa ntile version s of the words "duck" and "horse," furth erbui lding the contras t between the
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characters' interpretations. The structural "punch" of the strip is Linus's complex perspective
abruptly runn ing into Charlie Brown 's banal perspective, using a collision of opposites to suddenly
complicate the implied image of the off-panel clouds.
Schulz omits the clouds not because of a spatial constraint but because the omission supplies
him with an addi tional tool for buildin g first the comedic momentum and then the humoro us
inversion. The key concept for these hors champ elements is that readers only "see" them through
the perspectives of the character s and the descriptions they provide. Readers can only infer off-
panel sights based on in-panel clues, and in "Clouds" Schulz uses this fundamental fact of comics
representati on to create comedy. In panel three Lucy prompts Linus and Charlie Brown to "use your
imaginati on" to "see lots of things in the cloud formatio ns," and readers go further, imagining the
clouds themselves. Linus spots "the map of British Honduras on the Caribbean," "the profile of
Thomas Eakins," and "the stoning of Stephen," and these are the only in-panel clues that readers
have. Where readers cannot recall the iconic visage of Thoma s Eakins, their imaginary clouds will
be rough j umbles, with Linus's statements making readers progressively more perplexed . Even if a
reader has the varied knowledge to identify these shapes, Linus's evaluations will make for
improbably complex cloud scenes. The audience creates the clouds as they read, filling in vague
details based on Linus's confusing descript ions. The final panel reveals that the clouds ' complexity
is in the eye of the beholder; Cha rlie Brown's description is not complex at all. Representing the
clouds in-panel would ruin this joke, as would having a character (such as Lucy) arbitrate between
Linus and Charlie Brown. The comedy of "Clouds" comes from Charlie Brown and Linus's
contrasting, subjec tive viewpoi nts, not from determining which of the two is more "correct." The
joke in "Clouds" humorously shows that characters can be unreliable sources of diegesis-building
information.
Despite the relative simplicity of the off-panel elements in "Car" and "C louds," unseen
sights in comic strips are not limited to physical objec ts that exist beyond the panel borders; rather,
they can include any aspects of the diegetic worlds that are not visually present in the panels. Hors
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champ elements in comics are directly related to frame and perspective: anything that exis ts outside
of a comics frame (a panel) is an hors champ element by definition.16 The selection of a visual
perspective on the diegetic world---o therwise known as "framing"-is a process that leaves certain
diegetic elements off-panel. Artists select which aspects of the narrative world to show visually and
then imply the rest. After discussing the use of unseen sights in co mics, Pascal Lefevre cla ims that
"the artist has thus a powerful tool, namely framing, at his hands: by limiting the scope for the
viewer and therefore the available information, the artist can cause a reader to make wrong
inferences" (158) . Lefevre does not mention comedy in his article, but the idea of "wrong
inferences" applies particul arly strongly to comic strip jokes. Though these incorrect interpretations
can come from unseen elements that are off panel-such as the actions of Linus's dad in "Car"-
more complex examples of faulty assumptions come from strips that present their diegetic worlds in
perspectives---or frames- that eventually prove incorrect. Th is style of comics joke can "collapse
an.. . expectation system" by building one "subjective frame" and then revealing that it is
incongruous with the "real" diegetic world. Instead of playing on characters' interpretations of hars
champ elements (like "C louds" and "Ca r"), these strips present seen elements that prove
misleading. Readers do not have to imagine these elemen ts, and that is part of the point. Though
they may seem unbelievable or out of place, these seen elements are there, forcing readers to
imagine why they are present. The punchline then changes the framing, dispelling the confusion
surrounding the original perspective and (hopefully) causing the readers to laugh. This framing does
not diegetically exist off-panel, but it is nonetheless an off-panel element: the context for the in-
panel elements.
In Calvin's frequent imaginary esca pades, Bill Watterson's Calvin and Hobbes often builds
one perspective and then switches to another. Even if readers are familiar with Calvin and Hobbes
and identify the digressions into fantasy as the products of the main character's imagination, the
specific real-world inspirations for these dreams still offer unexpected incongruities. One such
16 That is. by Lefevre's definition , as quoted in Section 3.1.
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Fig . 3.3. Wattersoll 77, Jet.
fantasy strip featur es Calvin flying a fighter jet (Watterson 77, ["J et"], fig. 3.3). In panel four the
setup build s as Calvin mentions myster ious occurrences, listing catas trophic structura l problems
such as the throttle snapping ofT(pane l five) and the cockpit being "f used together" (panel seve n).
Calvin exclaims that "every thing is going wrong" (panel seven) in his fighter jet, and this certainly
seems to be the case; the rea l question is why. "Jet" begins with a perspect ive that cannot possibly
be true- a child piloting a fighter jet -and gets only more fantastic as the strip continues, leaving
the audi ence to wait for the expec ted twist, or in comedy lingo, for " the other shoe to drop." This
shoe drop s in the final panel where Ca lvin holds a "stupid model" airplane drippin g with glue: his
seemingly inexplicable fantasy derive s from his rea l-world frustra tion with the toy fighter. This
revelation suddenly illum inates the meaning behind the fantasy of the broken j et, co llapsing the
impossibleperspective andreplacing it with comedicunderstand ing.
Though "Jet" does not rely on metonym ic visua ls, it is nonetheless an ofT-panel joke that is
Sl1uc[urallysilllilar tulhcprcviuustwucxalllples.Akilllurcadc rsfurlll ingexpcc latiunsabuul hul'.I'
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champ elements based on in-panel clues, reade rs form expectatio ns about the strip's "reality" based
on the fantasy of the fighter jet. l ? Thus, the punchline does not on ly collap se an impossible
perspective; it also confirms or denies reader expecta tions abou t the context for Calvin's fantasy.
Murray S. Davis says that the comedy of such a joke "depends on the corre lation betwee n our
subjective 'ex pectation system' and the objective 'real system" (13), or in other words, on the
accuracy of the audience 's predictions: such joke s are funny when they show reader expec tations to
be inaccurate. To understand this "correlation" it is useful to recall Davis's passage on hum orous
incongruities, where he says that "by replacing only one congruo us element with an incongruous
element, humor can disintegrate an expectatio n system" (13). The notion of replacing "o nly one"
element is key: these jokes are funniest when the "real" system disintegrates the expectation system
by altering as few diegetic elements as possible. Though readers may easily predict that Ca lvin
piloting the jet is a flight of fancy, it is less easy to account for all the clues in the setup, such as the
slew of mechanical difficulties. The punchlin e of "Jet" acco unts for all the clues by revealing the
"real" context: Calvin is building a model je t. The humour does not come from the punchline
confirming the reader 's suspicion that the jet is not real; rather, it comes from presenting an
unanticipated context that accounts for the text of the setup. In the punch line the framing of reality
replaces the framing of fantasy, creating comedy that relies not on the literal limits of the images-
the borders-but their narrative limitations- their lack of illuminatin g context. "Jet" makes a joke
out of explaining the context for Calvin 's fantasy, and context is the ultimate off-pane l element.
While the fact that hors champ elements both exist and do not exist may make them sound
like jokes, this same fact allows them to be the foci of a unique form of comic strip jok es. These
strips play with closure by intentionally implying an incorrect or inappropriate diegesis in the setup,
then suddenly twisting this implication in the punchline. Hors champ elements are key components
of the unique narrative structur e of comics, and they are key components of the unique comedy
structure of comics as well. Achieving closure is essential for understanding the comics form, and
17 Even ifrcadcrsdon otrcalizclhalthcfi ghlcr jct is Calvin's fantasy, thcy still form ex pectations abo ut thc stri p: in
this casc.th cy cxpc ctlhat thc jcti s rcal.
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thus undermining closure is a prominent aspec t of comedy based on the comics fonn .
Section 3.3: Actions
No matter how evocati ve or lively a still image may appear, a static panel canno t display
motion. Motion is change in position over time, and since comics cannot directly recreate the
passage of time, it also cannot directly recreat e motion. Howeve r, com ics can imply the passage of
time in several ways . Comics can use sequences of images or visual techn iques in individual panels
to indicate temporal progression. Since motion can only exist in time, techn iques that indicate
temp oral progression are also necessary to indica te movement. Actions do not exist inside panels;
rather, they exist in the extended diegetic spaces that readers must imagine. Like hors champ
elements, actions rely on in-panel clues to imply their existe nce. These clues form the contexts of
the actions, showing glimpses of the diegetic worlds before, after, and during' " the implied motions.
Since comics cannot display motion, comics actions are implied by their contexts. Tho ugh it is
necessary for the comics form, contextually implied action leads to an interesting conundrum for
co mics comedy. Contextua l implications- and reader expectations about these implicatio ns-
defi ne comics actions, and thus it appears that comics actions cannot co llapse these expectation
systems. In other words, since comics motions are implied by their contexts, action-based jokes in
comics may appear to be impossible, or at least severely restricted . However, action-based jokes do
ex ist in comics, incorporating motions that humorously contrad ict themse lves: they are both
appr opriate and inapp ropriate for their contexts. Thus, action-based jokes represent significa nt
form alist challenges to the comics interpretive process, comically defying the contextual relations
18 Some comics artists- particularly those working in superhero comics- use "motion lines" (McCloud Ill ) to
indicate actions that are in progress. For example. a trail of lines may follow Batman 's fist, indicatin g the trajectory
of his punch. Whatever stylistic interest these lines hold, they serveprimarilyt oaddinformati onaboutanaction.
Even actions with "motion lines" still require reader interpretation, and thus I will not analyze motion lines
specifically in this thesis. Motion lines arc simply some of the most effective clues for implying actions. and my
foc us is on thecomedy of actions, not on the clues that imply them per se. Furthermore. though I list "durin g"as a
separate entity from "bcfore" and "after," it is a false dislinction lhat is only separate at a glance. An image "during"
an action is simultaneously both "bcf ore" and "after" (after the previous part of the action and before the subsequent
part). A "during" image effectively breaks one diegetic movement into two smaller actions that readers must
imagine. and therefore it is both "before" and "a fter."
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that define them.
Actions in comi cs are structura lly similar to hors champ elements, as both exist off-panel
and require the achievem ent of closure; however, ac tions in comics are far more common than hors
champ elements. Hors champ elements are spat ially off-pa nel, ex isting beyond the limits of the
field s of vision; actions are temporally off-panel, ex isting before and after the still images. Wh ereas
comic s narrativ es sometimes feature important aspec ts beyond the panel borders, they (almos t)
always involve time and motion. Structu rally, hors champ elements are tools that comics arti sts can
use, while movement s are integral compone nts of (near ly) every com ic strip. Therefore, in order to
analyze action-b ased jokes in comics, I must differe ntiate them from j okes that simply involve
motion. In comic strips-and in comedy as a whole-readers continually imagine characters to be
in motion, but not every imagined movement is a focal point for humour. Action-based j okes have
punchlin es that directly spring from (imagined) comica l actions. Such a punchlin e can take several
form s, including: a clue that implies the actio n (or a culmination of seve ral clues), an aftereffec t of
the actio n (sometim es also a form of clue), or even a character's commentary on an action. This
definition of "action-based joke" raises another ques tion: what defines a "co mica l action"? For a
jok e to be action -based, the action has to be the focus of the comedy. In other words, the punch line
must indicate, augment, or otherwise spark the co medy of a humorous action, rather than makin g a
jok e about an otherwise unfunn y action. Therefo re, to understand ac tion-based jokes, I must first
appeal to comedy theory in order to understand what makes actions funny.
As many co medy theorists note, humour does not come from an action itself, but from the
fact that an action does not fit its context. In other words, actions are funn y when they defy
expec tations. Comedy theorist Mur ray S. Davis sta tes that humour " takes its charac ter from what it
is not-thatis, ordered, andtherefore expected, experience" (14), and a funny action is one that is
neith er ordered nor expec ted. Co mics actions cannot becompletely unordered and unexpected, and
thus action jokes in co mics must incorporate more than ju st surprising motions. Contextually
appropriate actions are not punch lines, and since motions in comicsexist because of their co ntex ts,
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action-based jokes in comi cs may appear to be impo ssibl e. However, action-based jok es do exist in
comics, and thus my analysis of action-based jo kes in co mics requires a deeper look into what
makes actions funny. Davis also says that "the mental ges talt of the expec tation sys tem is usually
delicate" (13), and "tho se whose expec tation system ges talt becomes incompl ete or parti al may
break up into laughter" (13). In other words, comedy invo lves surprising audi ence members by
showing them that their expec tations for a given situa tion are incorrect , or at least parti ally
incorrect. Comedy often benefit s from being unpredictabl e, and substituting an unexpected diegetic
eleme nt for an anticipated one is an effective way to be unpredictabl e. Physical jok es come not
from actions per se, but from the fact that these actions do not fit the expectation systems of their
contexts. The event s of successful jokes defy the audience 's learned competencies, cau sing them to
laugh. In comic strips, however, placin g an incongruo us action into an established expectation
system is tricky. Comic s es tablish both co ntexts and actions based on in-pan el clues . Thu s, the
con textua l clue s of comic strips must do double duty, both establishing expec tation sys tems and
imp lying distinct event s that are incongruous with those sys tems.
The "double dut y" of contextual clues in action-base d comics jo kes is not as
co mplicated as it may sound: it reflec ts the difference betwee n setup and punchlin e. In the setups of
action-based j okes, contextua l clues forge expectation sys tems by establishing the contexts for the
strips. These implicati ons are necessarily subt le, invol ving the readers ' learned co mpetencies about
what cond uct is norma l and expected for a give n context. The contexts ca n be fictional and fancifu l,
but they must always involve some logical regulations. The setups of action-base d jokes must use
contextual clues to establish these expectation systems; sinee the punchlines willsubvert these
expectations, effective strips must establish them in the setups before moving on to the punch lines.
The punchlines are not necessaril y the clues that imply the out-of-context actions, but they always
refer to the focal actions, pointin g out that these actions are out of place in the contexts that the
setups es tablish. Thus, though action-based jokes both es tablish and subve rt contex ts, these roles are
largely split between the se tups and the punchlines. The co medic timing of the strips-the
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Fig. 3.4. Schul z Plate 122, Pupp ets.
separations of setups and punchlines- retl ects the arrangements of visual elements, allowing visual
clues first to define and then to defy the diegetic worlds of the strips.
A basic form of action-based jo ke in comics focuses on an out-of-place action that occurs in
the diegetic time between two panels. However, even these jo kes are not necessarily
straightforward, because comics can not direct ly recreate motion, and therefore comics actions
cannot be precise enough to be punchlines. Thus, even simple action-based comics jokes rely on
punchlines that refer to or otherwise indicate their focal actions. The Peanut s strip from August II ,
1975 (Schulz Plate 122, ["Pupp ets"], fig. 3.4) is such an action-based joke: its punchline is a
character 's response to a comical action. In this strip the character's reactions to the foca l action are
integra l to the comedy, focusing the humour of the out-of-place action. "Puppets" features Charlie
Brown and Lucy watching Snoopy act out "the entire Old Testament performed by puppets," with
Lucy never having seen such a show before. Charlie Brown says in panel five that "perhaps I
should warn you about this next scene ," setting up expec tation about what the next scene cou ld be
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and why it requires a warning. Panel seven shows Snoopy dump ing a bucket of water on Lucy's
head. This frame provides some physica l comedy and dispels part of the reader's expectation,
answering why Lucy might need a warning. However, this frame does not say what the scene is, nor
does it say why a puppet show needs a splash zone. In the final panel Charlie Brown states that the
scene is "the parting of the Red Sea," illumina ting the events. However, though it contributes to the
jok e, this revelation '" is not the entire force of the strip's punch line. Rather, the humour comes from
Charlie Brown 's dispassionate understanding in the face of sudden physical comedy. Seeing
someone suddenly drenched with water is outside of the normal expec tation system for a puppet
show, making Snoopy's action comical. Howeve r, neither Charlie Brown nor Lucy laugh at this
funny scene. As the butt of the jo ke, Lucy's lack of laughter is appropriate for the context. Not only
does Charlie Brown not laugh, however; he also offers a calm explanation for what j ust happened.
He is not happy that Lucy got soaked, nor is he mad, surprised or apologetic about his dog's
conduct. He is unm oved, an example of comica l inaction in the face of a comical actio n. Charlie
Brown acts as if nothing is funny at all, a humoro usly unexpec ted disposition that challenges the
learned idea that a surprise dousing is out of place. The comedic force of "Puppets" builds with
Snoopy's unexpected action and peaks with Charlie Brown's surprising attitude toward that action;
the action is the focus of the setup, but the attitude is the punchline. Charlie Brown's attitude toward
the action is (most likely) incongruous with the audience 's expecta tion system abou t how an
onlooker would react in such a situation . Additiona lly, Charlie Brown appears to understand
Snoopy 's bizarre show, a circumstance that also almost certain ly sets him at odds with the audience.
To him, the bucket of water is just another part of the show. Not only does he remember the bucket
from before, but he also can follow the puppet show well enough to know what part of the Old
Testament is coming next. Charlie Brown's apparent understa nding is a part of the setup, informin g
the reader that an unexpected twist is coming. Tho ugh Snoopy's out-of-p lace action is the twist that
Charlie Brown indicates, it is Charlie Brown's attitude about said twist that refers to the action first
19 0 r rather,lhi s Exodus.
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Fig. 3.5. Schulz Plate 20, Hot Chocolate.
in the setup, and second in the punchline. The joke in "Puppets" revol ves around an out-of- place
ac tion, but it uses the perspective of a character to refer to the unsee n, off-panel motion both in the
se tup and in the punch line.
Though all co mics actions are off-pane l, some actions are more off-pa nel than others. The
action in " Puppets" is off-panel in a tem poral sense; the humorous eve nt occurs between two of the
frames. However, action-based jo kes ca n focus on motions that are spatially off-panel as well, as the
Peanuts strip from August 6, 1967 (Schulz Plate 20, ["H ot Choco late" ], fig. 3.5) shows. "Hot
Choco late" feature s Linu s walking off-panel to make hot choco late for Lucy and himself. Linu s
spends six panels off-fram e, cau sing Lucy to glance around and wonder what is takin g him so long;
this uneventful pacin g offers a puzzling lack of clues about Linus's off-panel act ions. Linus's
explanation-that he barbecued the hot chocolate- is a perplexing punchline that is out of place for
any serious attempt to make hot choco late. T he punchlin e disintegra tes expectation sys tems in
seve ral ways, introducin g incongruities such as how Linus could barbecue hot choco late, what
Linus means by "barbec ue," or what is act ually in the cup. Though these incongruiti es (and more)
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are possible based on the readers' interpretations, they all share a comm on root: barbecuing is
incongruous with makin g hot choco late. Additionally, the punchline incorpor ates charac ter elements
as well, implying perhap s that Linus is an inexperie nced child with no idea how to make hot
choco late, or perhap s that he is being rude to his sister. However, though these comical implications
invol ve Linus 's character, they still focus on the humorous action for this strip, the mysteriou s act of
barbecuing hot chocolate .i" Like Charlie Brown 's referral to to Snoopy's out-of-place action in
" Puppets," Linus's statement in "Hot Choco late" ment ions a humorou s action, allowing an off-
panel motion to be the focus of an in-panel jo ke.
Co unter-i ntuitivel y, the fact that the ac tion in "Hot Chocolate" is both tempora lly and
spa tia lly off-panel stren gthens the punch of this action-based joke. Unlike Snoopy 's dousing of
Lucy in "Puppets," Linus's action in "Hot Choco late" is completely unseen, in an off-panel diegetic
space with no "bef ore" and "a fter" images to illum inate the motion. " Hot Chocolate" featur es very
few clues as to the natur e of Linus's out-of-p lace action. In fact, aside from the initial request (to
make hot choc olate), the large number of panels, and Lucy's puzzled question in panel eleve n (both
implyin g that Linus is gone for a long time), Linus's final statement is the only clue about what he
ac tually does. Thi s lack of information is a key component to this strip, allowing the punchlin e both
to focus entirely on the ac tion, and also to revea l the action all at once. The setup only es tablishes
that Linus takes a long time 10 make hot chocolate. Th us, the timing of this strip is quick, despite
the relative ly high number of panels; similar to the " Photos" strip in Chapter One, "Hot Chocolate"
has many simple images that do not add much new information (panels five to ten). The setup only
needs to es tablish that Linus takes a long time to make hot choco late, and it takes nine panels to do
so (pa nels three to eleven ). Thi s paucity of information makes the sudden add ition of inco ngruous
information in the punchlin e eve n more forceful. Additi onall y, the punchlin e does not simply refer
to a funny action that the se tup establishes befo rehand; rather, it isthe only clue toward the spec ific
eve nt that occurs off-panel. In this case, though the punchline is techn ically not the action,
20 Evc n if a reade r interpre ts Linus as sil1lplybcingdisl1lissivetohis sister, lhccol1lcdy rcl icson thc rcadcr kno wing
Ihat barbccui ngi sn Olanormal proccss for l1laking hOl chocolate.
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imagining the action is only possible after reading the punchline. The imaginary action is an
aftereffect of the punchline, and it is the focal point for the entire strip. "Hot Chocolate" featur es
clue s that allow the readers to imagine the focal action only after reading the punchline of the strip .
By moving the action to a diegetic location that is both temporally and spatially off-panel, Schulz
allows "Hot Chocolat e" to focus entirely on the out-of-context motion, making the comical action
into the end goa l of the strip.
Fig. 3.6. Larson 56. Pet Store.
Whereas "Hot Chocolate" features a jo ke that focuses on an action outside of the diegetic
space shown in the strip , certain comics jokes focus on actions that occur outside of the diegetic
time shown in the strips. Inother words, these actio ns occur either before or after the strip
diegetica lly takes place, but they are still the foci of the strips' jokes. A formal consequence of this
diegetic timing is that these strips only display fictional worlds either "before" or "after" the
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actions, implying motions through aftereffects or foreshadowing . These jokes must establish
contexts, and then imply that actions either already have, or soon will, collap se those contexts. As a
single panel cartoon (which therefore cannot imply motion between frames), The Far Side features
many action-based jokes that exist entirely before or after implied actions. One such strip presents a
peg-legged cat in a pet store next to a fish bowl labeled "Piranha" (Larson 56, ["Pet Store"], fig.
3.6). Strips such as "Pet Store" focus on actions that happen before the strips take place. In his
commentary on "Pet Store," Gary Larson says that "the story's told by ju st the scene of a legless cat
in a store with a piranha residing nearby in a fishbowl" (56). This "s tory" humorou sly challenges
learned competencies about the interactions between pet cats and pet fish. Whereas cats often prey
upon-or at least antagoni ze-helpless pet fish, the fish in "Pet Store" is anythin g but helpless . The
piranha turns the eat 's malicious intent back on itself, attacking the paws that attempt to attack him.
"Pet Store" challenges learned competencies through a comically ironic inversion of the predator -
prey relationship between cats and fish. Not only does this single-image cartoon imply a previous
event, but it also relies on this event as the focal point of its humour. However, this action is
technicall y not part of the setup or the punchIine. Similar to "Hot Chocolate," the setup establishes
a confusing scenario, and the punchl ine allows the audience to imagine the reason behind this
scenario, completing ajoke that refers to an unseen action.
Despite the fact that "Pet Store" refers to an action that occurred prior to the scene
represented in the panel, the timing of this joke-the setup and the punchline-is entirely in the
present. "Pet Store" is rare among Far Side strips because it has no caption; the image alone must
be both the setup and thepunchlin e. Similar to the "Street Physicians" cartoon discussed in Chapter
Two, "Pet Store" features timing that requires readers to combine several elements of the image
together in order to understand the scenario. The labels of "se tup" and "punchline" are subjective in
such a strip; there is no concrete reading order for elements of this image. Thi s strip features two
major elements that combine to form a jo ke, and readers can only "ge t" the jo ke after understandin g
both of these elements. The cat with the peg legs is one of the elements, present ing a visual
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incongruity : why is this cat a double amputee? The eat's gaze directs the reader toward the open
fishbowl, pointing the audience toward the solution for its mystery. Gunther Kress and Leo van
Leeuwen say that in visual design, the "placement of elements . .. relate[ s] them to each other and
to the viewer" (183), and the placement of the eat's eyes relates the cat to the fishbowl. The
fishbowl is another element of the jo ke, with the open bowl invoking the learned competency that
cats often try to prey on pet fish. The label reading "Piranha" is the final joke element, relying on
the background knowledge that piranha are predatory fish. Since this timing requires a combinati on
of elements, readers cannot "spoil" the jo ke by reading the visual elements in various orders. Even
if a reader sees the "Piranha " label first, he or she must spot the peg-legged cat before "getting" the
joke. If a reader sees the cat last out of all the visual elements, its gaze still directs said reader
toward the fish bowl, encouraging the reader to deduce the reason for the eat 's amputati on. The peg-
legged cat and the piranha in a fishbowl can be either the setup or the punchline for this jok e; the
humour lies in the combin ation of these two visual elements. The two essential joke elements exist
side-by-side in the same image, but both refer to a comical (if grueso me) action that occurs in the
diegeticpast.
Though the disarming action of "Pet Store" occurs in the diegetic past, for timing purposes
the action only takes place after the reader reads both the esse ntial jo ke elements. Again, this points
out the difference between diegetic time and timing; the audience has to read the strip before
understanding what happens in the diegetic past. The focal action is an integral co mponent of the
joke, and therefore this joke relies on readers achieving closure. Closure derives from imaginin g
unseen sights based on in-panel clues, and the joke in "Pet Store" functions the same way. The cat
and the fish are clue s that allow readers to imagine the focal action. In other words, readers "ge t"
the joke when they achieve closure and understand the action that occurred in the diegetic past. This
seemingly simple cartoon makes an action joke that coincides with achieving closure, epitomizing
the use of action in formal ist comics comedy.
At first glance, action-based jo kes may appear to be impossible in a static medium such as
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comics; however, my analysis shows that these jokes are not only possible, but they thrive in a
unique form that relies on the structure of comics . Comedy theory claims that actions themselves
cannot be funny, and comics theory states that actions cannot literally exist in comics. Rather than
impeding one another, these two facts combine to allow unique forms of action comedy in comic
strips. Context makes implied actions funny in comedy, and context allows actions to ex ist in
comics. Thu s, the very process that allows comics to incorpora te motion-imagining actions based
on contextual clues-is inherently tied to the process that makes motions funny-perceivi ng
incongruities between actions and their context s. Contextual clues are the meat of both actions and
action-based jokes in comics. These clues form the setups and punchlines of jo kes, all while
focusing on the unseen actions that underli e the comedy.
Section 3.4: Conclusion
Though comics images are limited and static, the dieget ic worlds that readers imagine based
on comics images are expansive and active. The expansions and actions that readers imagine are
necessarily based on the information present in the panels; comics images often contain visual
elements that are diegetically larger than they appear. While they are only implied and not concrete,
these visual elements can nonetheless be important to the diegese s of comic strips. Since these
sights are both unseen and integral, alterations to the in-panel clues can result in alterations to the
expanded diege ticworldsof thestrips.Thesealterationscancomically subvertc ultivated
expectations about the diegetic space, creating jok es that challenge how readers imagine fictional
worlds based on the formal structure of com ics.
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Chapter 4: Sound
Sectio n 4.1: Introdu ction
It may sound pedantic to say that sound is an important element of commun icating humour ,
but it shouldn 't: this written text doesn't sound like anything. Though terrible, this joke has an
important point: there is no sound in a silent medium . Sounds are not technically present in comics;
rather, comics artists use various visual tools in order to convey information about diegetic sounds.
Using tools such as speech balloons and onoma topoeia, comics artists convey many of the crucial
elements of sounds, such as their origins (tai ls of the balloons) and their tone or pitch (shapes of the
balloons). By combinin g the information that these visual tools present, readers can includ e the
impli ed sounds in their expanded diegetic worlds for the comics. Comics comedians create sound-
based jokes by manipul ating these visual too ls. Comics sounds rely on readers understanding that
silent visuals correspond to diegetic sounds, and sound-based comics jokes rely on this same
understanding. However, formalist sound-based jokes do not only recruit this reader understandin g:
they cha llenge it as well. Readers' understandings of diegetic sounds are necessarily incomplete; no
matter how much sonic information comic strips provide , reade rs cannot know exactly how the
sounds sound. Formali st sound-based jokes stem from this inescapable lack of informati on about
the diegetic world . Comics readers know that the implied sounds must be parts of the fictiona l
worlds of the strips. Sound -based comics jokes complicate the inclusion of these sounds into the
diegeses, challenging not only how the sounds sound, but also their origins, meanings and other
aspects as well. These challenges involve incong ruities that prevent the visual sounds from being
easily understood . Formalist sound-based comics jokes revolve around incongruities in the visual
too ls of comics sound, humorously defyi ng the readers' abilities to incorporate these sounds into the
expanded diegetic worlds of the strips.
As an important element of the comics mediu m, sound is necessarily an important element
of comics comedy as well. Many comics theor ists regard visual sound as one of the fundam ental
components of the comics form (Harvey 38-39, Hatfield 138, Varnum xiv, Khordoc 156-73, to
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name a few), and though individual comics may not include text, optical sound is a prominent
aspect of the medium as a whole. Robert C. Harvey says that "we see and read the words of the
characters ju st as we see the characters themselves and 'read' their actions" (39); sound in comic s is
entirely visual. The actions and the words of charac ters are both implied by still images, but they
correspond to aspects of the diegetic world that are not stationary or not visual. There are many
paral lels between understandin g actions and sounds in comics. In both cases, readers must imagine
the diegetic events. Similar to actions, much of the sonic information comes in the form of
contextual clues, such as the size of the letters and the source of the sound. Howev er, unlike action s,
sounds can take place in-panel,through words that are typically embedded in speech balloons.
Catherine Khordoc states that "the balloon . . marks the intersection betwee n image and word . This
seemingly innocuous black oval is simultaneously the separation between the panel's illustration
and its accompanyi ng text, and the link between them" (156-57); the speech balloon is the point
where sound and image combine in comics. This combination of sound and image results in what
Chri s Hatfield calls a "visual/verbal tension" ( 134). Hatfield says that this tension "results from the
ju xtaposition of symbols that function diegetica lly and symbols that function non-diegetically-that
is, the mingling of symbols that 'show' and symbols that ' tell.' . . In most comics, the symbols that
show are representational drawings while the symbols that tell are words, balloons, and a few
familiar icons" (134). Hatfield 's categories mark the sp lit between sights and sounds in comics:
sights are diegetic symbols that "show" information, whereas sounds are non-diegetic symbols that
" tell" informat ion.2 1 Thu s. whereas actions rely on contextual clues to show readers that they are
present in this static medium, sounds rely on tools such as speech balloons and onomatopoeia to tell
reade rs that they are present in this silent medium. These visuaI tools provide unique opportunities
for comics comedy. The contents, positions, and shapes of speech balloons all convey important
sonic information, and thus they all provide avenues for sound-based jo kes. Sound-b ased jo kes
2 1 Not all non-dicgctic symbols that "te ll" represent sounds; for cxamp le, narration boxes are non-diegetic symbols that
" tcll" information, but thcy do nOlcorrcspond to dicgctic sounds. Howcvcr, all dicgctics ounds arc rcprcscntcd by
non-diegctic symbols that "tell."
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revolve around the visual tools of co mics sound, challenging the audienc e 's ability to imagine
diegetic sound s based on the visual information that the strips provide .
Though the phrase "sound-base d joke" may sound relatively self-explanatory, I intend it as a
much more important (and limiting) definition than one might first infer. Similar to the action-based
jokes of Section 3.3, sound-base d jokes are not simply jo kes that involve sound; rather, they are
jokes that focu s on sound s that have internal incongruities . Interestingly, though comics can show
sounds in-panel , the punch lines of sound-base d jokes rarely involve the sounds that are the bases of
the jokes . Sinc e these sounds introduce incongruiti es to the strips, it is often more pract ical for them
to occur as prominent aspec ts of the setups, allowing the punchlines to addr ess these inco ngruities.
The pun ch lines may reveal (or explain) elemen ts of the sounds, but the incongru ous sounds
(almost) always appear in the setup. Moreover, these jokes always revolve around the interpretation
of sounds, not straightforward sounds that seem out of place in their contexts. For exa mple, as
funny as flatulen ce at a weddin g may be to some people, it is not a sound-based joke; rather, it is an
action-based joke (an action is out of place for its contex t) that happens to involve a sound. Even
more importantly, since these jokes always revolve aro und the interpretat ion of sounds, calling them
"formalist" is redundan t. If a comics joke challenges a reader's abilitytounderstand a comic s
sound, it must do so by manipulating the form of co mics. If this assertion appears extravag ant,
consider that sound-based jokes are distinct from language-based jo kes such as puns and other
wordplay . Many comedy theori sts pay particu larly close attention to comedy based on language.
Jerry Aline Flieger states that "comic effect cou ld be understood as either an excess of meaning,
resultin g from double entendre (too much meaning in one word), or as a paucity of meaning,
resultin g from play with cl iche or understatement (too little meaning in a worn out word)" (63,
author' s empha sis), and Delia Chiaro claims that "a ny j oke, whether it co ntains a pun or not, by the
very nature of its verbalization , necessarily plays on language" (15). Chiaro 's statement employs a
narrow er definition of "jo ke" (basica lly, a funny verbal utterance) than would be warranted in a
study of comi cs comedy, but she nonetheless revea ls the central role language occupies in comedy
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theory. Though entire theories of comedy revolve arou nd the arbitrary relationship betwee n word
and meaning, my analysis of sound-based comics jokes will not involve linguis tic theory. Rather, I
see sound- and language-based jok es as two distinct categories (tho ugh they ca n over lap). Even
see mingly sound-based language jok es are not necessarily sound-based per se. Ina homophone
pun, for exa mple, the sound of the punned word is largely incide ntal; the comedy primari ly comes
from one word having two (or more) j uxtaposed meanin gs. For my purposes, sound-based jokes
focus on the interpretations of sound, and the interpretations of sound is only funn y when the
interpretations are challenged. Incom ics, sound-based joke s revo lve around incongru ous visual
inform ation about implied sounds, making these jo kes inheren tly rooted in the visual structure of
the comics form.
My definiti on of "sound-based jo ke" inspires an obvious question: how do jokes comically
focus on the interpr etation of sounds? Such jokes would req uire visuals that clea rly correspond to
sounds, despite featurin g sonic incongruiti es such as absent or (seemingly) nonsensica l info rmation.
These incongru ities must be significant ye t not extreme : too minor and readers might gloss over
them; too maj or and readers might not realize that the visuals correspond to sounds at all. Murray S.
Davis' passage on incongruities in comedy states that such a " humorous incongruity disorders what
had been ordered, breakin g open the frame and scattering its e lements" (13); the visual sounds of
sound-based jo kes must be "orde red" aside from their co nspicuous incongrui ties. These
incongruiti es disintegrate expec tation sys tems about the sounds . The incongruities are aspects of the
sounds, such as undefined meanings or origins. The tools of visual sound must be clear enough that
readers can identify the sounds as sounds, despite the necessary incongruities . Jokes ca n only
challenge the interpretation of sounds if read ers attemp t to interpret visuals as sounds in the first
place. In other words, "what had been ordered" must be a clear visual implication of diege tic sound,
with a "humorous incongruity" that disorders the audience's abi lity to imagi ne the sound.
The incongru ities that sound-based jokes marshal com e in two major cat egories: challenges
to sounds; and challenges to the visual tools of comics sound. The first catego ry involv es
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interpreting sound in a general sense, featuring incongruities of what sounds mean and how sounds
sound. In these jok es, the visual tools of comic s sound are (largely) intact; the jokes focus on the
process of imagining the diegetic sounds that correspond to the visuals, or in other words, on
achieving closure. These jokes are similar to action-based jokes, with the important distinct ion that
the sounds are not necessarily out of place for their contexts. Rather, the implied interp retations of
the sounds are out of place; for example, the characters' reactions to diegetic sounds may be
incongruous with the seemingly simple sounds that the visual tools present. The second category
involves incongru ities in the tools of comics sound. These jo kes challenge the interpretation of
comics sound by altering how these sounds are represented on the page. This variety of jo ke often
involves collapsing select aspects of the visual tools of comics sound, such as the shapes or spatial
orientations of speech balloons. As the most powerfu l-and most frequently used- symbol for
co mics sound, the speech balloon is the most common subjec t for jokes that co llapse the visual
too ls of comics sound. Though they are slightly different in exec ution, these two styles of sound-
based comics joke both represent formal challenges to the process of understanding comics sound,
complicating how a silent medium displays sound.
Sec tion 4.2: J okes on Interpretin g Sounds
The sounds of the real world inform how readers imagine the sounds of the fictional worlds
of comic strips. Though this statement may seem obvious, it has important implications for
analyzing jokes that focus on the interpretation of sound in comics. Audiences cannot experience
comic strip sounds as sounds; however, they can incorporate these sounds into their diegetic worlds
for the strips, using real-world sounds as temp lates. In other words, real-world interpretation of
sound provides the learned competencies that allow comics readers to imagine sounds as elements
of diegetic worlds. However, comic strips cannot visually represent all the sonic informa tion of
real-world sounds. For example, a reader cannot hear the specific nuances of a character's voice- if
it is nasal. deep. etc.-but such properties are usually ignored ifthey are not important to the
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narrative. By drawing attention to these unstated elements, comics comedians can create jokes that
humorously reference the shortcomings of comics sound.
Fig. 4.1. Clark. " I Hear Voices. "
The foremost defining characteristic of comics sound is the fact that it is a system of silent
symbols. Diegetieally, however, these sounds possess many of the nuances of real-world sounds,
even though the visual tools do not precisely define them. This disj unction between diegetic sounds
and their representations on the comics page leads to disjunctions between howcomics readers and
comics characters perceive sounds: charac ters diegetically hear the sounds, while readers have to
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read them. Comically drawing attention to this disjunctio n can be ajoke in and of itself. For
exa mple, the "I Hear Voices" strip of Ant hony Clark' s Nedroid Picture Diary (fig. 4. 1) involves a
jo ke where characte rs applaud Bearta to for his uncanny vocal impressio ns. The setup features
several exa mples of the difference s between the characters' diege tic app recia tions of sou nds and the
readers ' visual interpretations of them. Beartato does not spout any ca tchphrases as imitat ions, using
generic speech like "Hey guys." Even Bearta to 's insulti ng impress ion of Reginald does not involve
language that comes directly from another characte r (for examp le, no running gags or "ca llbacks" to
previous strips). All the audie nce sees is unrema rkable text in the typical visual style, with the other
characters reactin g with delight. The characters' reac tions to the sounds, rather than the sounds
themselves, make this strip funny, and Reginald's sudden shift fro m delight to annoyance is the
punchlin e.f The co medy in the strip revo lves arou nd the fact that the sounds are audible to the
charac ters but silent to the reader s. Unabl e to hear Bearta to's impres sions for themselves, not only
ca n the readers not j udg e the accura cy of the mimicry, but they also cannot share Reginald and
Harr ison 's delight in the accura cy of the impr essions. The reade rs' exper iences of the impressio ns
are necessarily secon d-hand, observing Reginald and Harri son taking delight rather than taking
del ight themselves . Beartato 's generic language prevents readers from understanding the
impressions without the strip 's contextual clues. " I Hear Voices" humorously points out that readers
and characters approac h comi cs sound fund amentally different ly: charact ers hear the text, whereas
readers "hear" through translating visual c lues into imaginary sounds. Th is strip challenges the
process of turnin g optica l symbols into imaginary sounds, thereby playing with the very found at ion
of sound in comics : the fact that it is present only through its symbols.
The joke in " I Hear Voices" plays on an idiosyncrasy of co mics form and hence is a sound-
based jo ke, though not a co mplex one; however, some sound-base d comics jokes feature sounds
that do not simply fit into the strips' dieget ic worlds . Suchjokes take sound-based comics co medy
22 This punchline incorporates non-formalist co medy-Reginald's annoyance at being mocked for his desire to be the
centre of attention-that I will not deal with here. While this joke involves more than sound-based formalist
humour, its focus on the undetectable tone of Beartato's speech groundsit in sound -based comics comedy.ln
practice. few comics jokes involve only one clement of humour. but my analyses focus on only one element at a
time.
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further than "I Hear Voices" does, chall engin g not only how sound s sound, but how they relate to
the wor lds around them . Such strips may present (seemingly) impos sible interpretations for sounds;
in oth er wo rds, the contexts of these sounds may imply interpretations that are incongruous with the
visua l representation s of the sounds. These jo kes present impossibl e relations between the context
and text of comics sound , challenging how the impli ed sonic informati on combines to represent
diegetic sound .
Fig. 4.2. Schulz Plate 1/ 9. Jelly.
One of the most imp ortant eleme nts of interpreting sounds is discern ing what the sounds
mean ; therefor e, sound-base d co mics jokes sometimes featur e sounds with co mically mism atch ed
meanin gs . Such j okes challenge what audiences ca n " read" from co mics sound, present ing
meanin gs that are incon gru ou s with the visua l too ls used . One runnin g sound-base d gag in Peanut s
invo lves Sno opy wakin g Charl ie Brow n by kic king the house door in the middl e of the night, with a
comically spec ific requ est for his master. Charlie Bro wn not only refuses his dog's requ est, but
inter prets Snoop y' s intenti on perfectly, despit e only hearin g "WAM!" noises from the door . One
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example of this running gag is the Peanut s strip fro m July 14, 1974 (Schulz Plate 119, ["Jelly"], fig.
4.2). Snoopy awakens with a desire for "a toasted Engli sh muffin with grape jelly " (panel four), and
upon hearing a rapping at his house door, Charlie Bro wn exclaims, " that's the kick of someone
who' s decided at two o'cl ock in the morning that he needs a toasted Engli sh muffin with grape
jelly" (panel six). Not only does this panel break the reader 's expec tation sys tem of how much
information someone can glea n from a bang on the door, but it also begins a series of impossible
interpr etations that continu e dur ing the setup. First Charlie Brown understand s too much from
Snoopy's kick in panel six, and then Snoopy understand s too much from Charlie Brown 's rebutt al
in panel eight, causing Snoopy to reason in the punch line that he' s "going to have to learn to
disguise that kick. " Importantl y for the joke, Snoo py knows that Charli e Brown understand s his
humorously specific intention , and admits that his kick gave him away. Readers can only
co mprehend Snoopy's desire through his interna l monologue in panel four, but the dog and the
master effectiv ely communi cate through a kick on a door, followed by a yell that ends the
"conversation." Thu s, not only does Charlie Brow n divine a co mically large amount of inform ation
from a simple "WAM," this inform ation turns out to be diegetically appropriate, making his
response into a two-fold challenge to sound interpre tation in comics: he understands too much; he is
nonetheless correct.
Dieget ically, comic strip sounds possess all the same properties as real-world sounds;
however, the visual tools of co mics sound are necessarily approximations. It may be impossible to
determin e how comic s sounds sound, or it may be difficult to incorporate the sounds into the
diegetic worlds of the strips. Co medy comics can dra w attention to these incon gruitie s to pro voke
laughter, self -reflexively pointin g out that the diegetic sounds involve more nuances than the visual
tools of comics sound can co nvey.
Section 4.3: Jokes on Visual Tools of Comics Sound
Sinc e comics use a visual language of symbo ls to co nvey sounds, it follows that many
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sound-based comic s joke s would conspicuously and intenti onally misuse the tools of comic s sound.
Though these tool s involve num erou s techniqu es such as lettering styles and non-v erbal symbols
indicatin g noises (McCloud 134), Scott McCloud claim s that " the most widely-used, most compl ex
and most versatile " (134) comics symbol is the speec h balloon. Speec h balloons are some of the
most prevalent too ls of visual co mics sound, and thus they are common foci for sound-based
com ics jokes. Thou gh they are generally ca lled speec h balloons, these symbols are not restricted to
speech?3 Speech is the most co mmon type of sound that these balloons repre sent , but they can
depict sounds such as music and onomatopoeia as well. However, no matter what sort of sounds the
balloons convey, they still rely on similar visual tools. In order to understand speec h balloons,
co mics theorist Cat herine Khordo c claims that " the reader must take into account the image, the
text, and other element s of the code which are more or less iconic in nature" (159). There are three
major aspects of speech balloons: co ntent, context, and form . The symbols within the balloons (text
or other visua l icons) are the contents, the locations of the balloons within their surrounding images
are the co ntexts, and the visual---or icon ic- represen tat ions of the balloons themselves are the
forms. Correspondin g to the meaning, origi n and nature of the sound respective ly, these three
elements provide information that readers can use to imagi ne the diegetic sounds. All of these
elements are rich sources for sound-based comics come dy. By defying even one of these aspects,
co mics comedians can complicate the process of understandin g diegetic sounds based on speech
balloons. The disordered aspects of the speech balloons become the focal points for the strips; the
remaini ng aspect s of the speec h balloons still imply the presence of sounds, but the incongruiti es
preve nt straightforward understand ings of the diegetic sounds. After setting up the incongruiti es, the
jok es ca n co mically reveal- or furth er confuse-the ambiguous sounds, pivotin g around
irregu larities in the visual language of co mics sound.
23 Some theorists opt for the phrase "word balloon" (McCloud 134). but this term is also Ilawcd. For instance. these
balloons can comainmusicaln Olcs (Schulz Platc 52. for cxamplc): musical notcs arc symbols lhatrcprcscnt spccific
sounds, but they are not words. For lack of a better English term , I will use vspeec h balloon" to mean all comics
balloolls that imply diegetic sounds.
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inside the speech ballo on. While the contexts and forms of speech balloons are certainly important ,
they often exist to augment and facil itate the contents of the balloons; in other word s, to
contextualize the sound. However, when speec h balloons contain intentionall y incompr ehensible
contents , the cont ext s and forms of the balloons must help provide the missing inform ation. Such
balloons depend prim arily on contextual clues to help illumin ate their contents. The Peanut s strip
from October 27, 1974 (Schulz Plate 127, ["Golf '], fig. 4.3) promin ently displays incongruou s
balloon cont ent s, forcin g readers to infer the meanings of the sounds based on contex tual clues.
Thi s strip feature s Snoopy playing golf with Woodstock by his side. Snoopy has an expression that
suggests he take s the game seriously, and Woodstock has a large speec h balloon in eac h of the setup
panels, filled to the brim with scratch marks. The contexts and form s of the balloons show that
Woodstock's chicken scratches represent language: he is visibly speaking, with his mouth open and
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the tail of the balloon pointing directly at him? 4 Many of the panels have (relatively) complex
background s and distinct changes in scenery (part icularly panels four, five and six), giving the strip
a slow timing due to a high density of detail. This timing causes the setup to build slowly, implying
that Snoopy endures Woodstock 's chatter for a long time. In the second-last panel Snoopy's
frustration becomes visible, and he silences the bird in the final passage. The exclamation symbol
over Woodstock 's head shows his surprise and/or anger at this tum of events. Snoopy's action does
not reveal what Woodstock has been saying, but it is a significant contextual clue about the sound.
The timing of Woodstock' s speech is another clue, implying that the chatter is related to Snoopy's
golf game; every panel shows Snoopy either swinging or carrying golf clubs, so it stands to reason
that the speech is associat ed with the game. Additionally, Snoopy never responds verbally , implying
that Woodstock is talking at Snoopy, rather than with him. Snoopy's exaggerated action is the final
clue, allowi ng readers to understand the impact of the sound without knowing its exact meaning.
Schulz never reveal s what Woodstock says, but the revelation that it is annoying permit s an
understanding of this otherwise incomprehensible text. The lack of defined meaning for
Woodstock's text even augments the comed y of the joke : no matter what he is saying-be it advice,
co mmentary, etc-it remains annoying. Furthermore, readers familiar with golf etiquette know that
it is impolite to talk while golfers prepare to swing, and therefore the substance of Woodstock 's
speech is less important than the speech act itself. "Go lf' is a sound-based jo ke that challenges the
learned competency that the contents of speec h balloons have meaning in and of themselves, and
ultimately benefits from the incongruities in the focal sounds.
Though the content of speech balloons may appear to be the most important element of
com ics sound, many comics theorists (such as Khordoc and Hatfield) consider the spatial
orientation of text within images to be the defining characteristic of comics sound, whether those
sounds be speech balloons or other forms such as onomatopoeia . Though the text and images of
24 Additionally. many other Peanuts strips show that these marks represent Woodstock's communicat ion (Schulz Plates
69. 72. 79. and 89. among others). but duc to the forms and conrexts ofth c balloons. this foreknowledge of thc
character is not necessary to gcl thej okc.
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comics are both visual, they opera te through "different codes of significa tion" (Hatfield 138), the
former linguistic and the latter iconic . However, this opposition is not abso lute. Catherine Khordoc
says that the speech balloon "is simultaneously the separation betwee n the panel' s illustration and
its accompanying text, and the link between them" (156-157). Speec h balloons form these links due
to their locations within images. The "tail" of a speech balloon points toward the speaker, or the
words may exist in close proximity to their origin. Khordoc also claim s that "in order to indicate
which character is speaking, the balloon is usually drawn with a tail pointing to the speaker. Though
this tail is generally drawn as part of the balloon, it also acts as an intermediary between the image
and the balloon" (159) . As Kordoc's statement implies, the balloons themselves-the shapes that
contain the text---d o not (usually) interact with the diege tic visuals around them. Speak ing of the
visual arrangement of speech balloons within comics panels, Cather ine Khordoc says that their
"positioning allows for the linear direction in which we read" (160) , and that "the balloo n that is
read first in the panel must also be what is logica lly the initial uttera nce in a conversation" ( 160). In
other words, the visual locations of speech balloons depend primaril y on the other balloons in the
panels, rather than the images surrounding the balloons per se. Of course, there are many other
facto rs that influence the placement of speech balloons in comics: these balloons should not obscure
important visual elements, and they should be near their associatedc haracters. However, iti s
important to note that these factors merely influence balloon placement, not control it. Khordoc
gives the example that "the character speaking first (and whose speech balloon is on the left side of
the panel) cannot appear in the right side of the panel, if there are other charac ters speaking within
that same panel, for the simple reason that the panel would appear very muddled" (160). Khordoc 's
language in this case is too strong: she should say that such a character "should not" not appear in
the right side of the panel, rather than "cannot." Rather than splitt ing hairs, this difference between
"can" and "should" introduces an opening for formali st comics co medy: speech balloons that
consciously muddle their pictorial contexts.
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Fig. 4.4 . Walker;Skirt.
Like Khordoe, comics reader s understand that speech balloons should notobscureor
confuse the surrounding panels; therefore, balloons that intentionally muddle panels can collapse
this expectati on and cause the reade rs to laugh. The Beetle Bailey strip from August 12, 2009
(Ca rtoonist Group 37 152, ["Skirt "] , fig. 4.4 ) contains two such speech balloons. ln the first panel,
Private Blip tells Genera l Halftrack that "Miss Buxley tore her skirt on a nail and has to sew it up";
the head and feet of Miss Buxley appear above and below this balloon, with the text conspicuously
cove ring the tom skirt. This balloon sets up an incongrui ty; why docs it obsc ure the charac ter that is
the centre of attention? When General Halftra ck asks Blip, "Why do you keep rattling on?" , the
Private respond s with another balloon obscuring Miss Buxley, saying that , " I have to cover her up
until she finds a needle and thread: ' This second balloon is a punchline that answers the incongru ity
of the first balloon and reveals that the seemingly inappropriate balloon placerncnt is intentional.
Blip protects Buxley from the ogling eyes of Hal ftrack (and the readers) by placing her visual
sounds in an unexpected context. This exploitation of comics' visual sound is not the only reason
why "S kirt" is funni5; however, the rest of the j oke hinge s arou nd Blip's speech balloons defying
reader expectation and intentionally muddling the panels.
Whil e strips such as "Skirt " make formali st jo kes by plac ing comics sounds in seemingly
inapp ropriat e pictor ial contexts, other strips can make formali st j okes by removing comics sounds
from their pictorial context s. Speech balloons consolida te visuaI sonic information into a compac t
packa ge; comics comedians can subvert the too ls of comic s sound by separating this information ,
25 "Skirt" also confu ses the differenc e betw een diegetic and extr a-d ieget ic visuals.Forexample ,h owdocsa speech
ballo on- an extr a-die getic symb ol corres ponding 10 diege tic sound -eover Miss Buxle y from the eyes of Gener al
lt al flrack?Further more,h owi sPrivateRl ip aware of , and ahl ct o cont rol.thel ocati on ofh cr spcechballoons ? ls shc
awa re that she is obscur ing Huxley from the reader as well as the Gene ral ? It will suffice to say that " Skirt" is
comica lly aware of its own artifice. Such joke s are the topi c of Sect ion 5.2 of thi s thesis.
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Speech balloons locate word s next to the charact ers that utter them, keeping the speakers and the
spoken in close proximity . An effective way to collapse this spatially oriented text is to remove it,
opting instead for words that exist outsid e of the images. It may seem like removing the text from
the image would nullify the visual tools of comics sound in their entiret y, but this is not neces sarily
the cas e. The images may contain other contextual indicators of sound-such as chara cters with
gaping mouths-but without the spatially oriented text, the sonic information is split into multipl e
visual locations : one for the context, and another for the text. Gary Larson' s The Far Side uses
speech balloon s very rarely, optin g instead for captions located outside the image s. Like the New
Yorker and MAD magazin e cart oonists that came before him, Larson segregate s text and image in
his captions, allowing for sound-based jokes that can exist only by foregoing spatiall y oriented
comic s sound.
Rather than bein g a simple aesthet ic choice, Larson 's use of capti ons allow s for comedic
opportunities that would be impossible with speec h balloons. Some Far Side cartoons have captions
containing speech , text that a comics artist could insert into an image next to its speaker. Larson
doe s not spatially orient the speec h, allowing for sound-based jokes that revolv e around the
separation of the text and co ntext of comics sound. An exa mple of the comedic potential of
separating speaker and spoken comes from a Fa r Sid e cartoon that featur es a firing squad, a
shocked captain surround ed by bullet marks, and a woman leaning out the wind ow of a burnin g
buildin g, with the caption "Fire !" (Larson 78, ["Fi re" ], fig. 4.5). Thi s ca rtoo n involves a pun on the
word "fire," but homophonic puns are not sound-based jokes in and of themselves. However, the
timin g of this pun makes this ca rtoon into a more complex sound-based j oke than it may first
app ear. By placing the speech after the picture instead of inside it, Larson creates a sound-base d
joke where the context and text of the sound are elements of the setup, and the realization of the
diegetic sound - and its effec t on the diegetic world-is the punchlin e. Like other single panel
cartoon s mention ed earlier (such as "Street Physicians"), the timin g of "Fire" revolves around the
fact that neither the image nor the caption are complete jo kes in and of thems elves. Rather, the joke
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"Fire!"
Fig. 4.5. Larson 78, Fire.
only works after realizing the relation between the caption and the image, and this rea liza tion gives
readers the nece ssary informati on to imag ine the diegeti c sound and reali ze its effec t on the dieget ic
world . Th e ima ge indicates the co ntext and source of the sound: the wom an 's ga ping mouth label s
her as the speaker. The ca ption shows wha t she says, and the co mbination of image and ca ption
shows that she inadv ertentl y triggers the firing squad. T he j oke does not depend on the sepa ration of
text from its context, but this seg rega tion is integra l for the timin g of the joke. The joke is funn y in
part becaus e the wron g person says the right word at the wrong time, adding to the co medy of the
homoph on e pun . Though co mica l, the pun and the mism atch ed communica tion do not directly
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relate to the structure of comic s. However, the timing of this joke uses the comics form to convey a
sudden spark of comedy : the pun and the mismatched communication depend on the audience
understanding the diegetic sound. Thi s und erstandin g requires knowledge of both the image and the
caption , and thus the timing of the joke necessarily reserves the punchline for last. The sound is the
punchline of this j oke, and readers can only understand the sound after realizing both its context-
image-and text---e aption. Though captions are common co mponents of The Far Side (and of other
similar cartoon s), strips such as " Fire" show the power of spatially oriented text by using a lack of
speech balloons for comedic effect.
The speech balloon is not simply a tool for contextualizing text ; it is also an image in and of
itself. The image of the balloon-its shape, border, co lour, etc.---e an also convey sonic informati on,
and therefore comic s comedians ca n use the forms of speec h balloons as elements of sound-based
jo kes. Speakin g of the nature of a speec h balloon, Catherine Khordoc says that " it is also [an]
image becau se the balloon 's form is indeed a drawi ng-i t is not made up of letters and word s, but
of a drawn, black oval" (160). Though speec h balloons ca n take many more form s than ovals,
Khordoc rightl y notes that a balloon is a drawing, like any other visual element of a comic. These
drawings often take the form of Khordoc 's ova ls, but the most comically significa nt balloon forms
are those that diverge from the standar d shape . Scott McCloud states that "va riat ions in balloon
shape are many and new ones are being inven ted every day" ( 134), displaying exa mples such as
over-sized ballo ons with small text representing whispers, j agged balloons representin g shouting,
and rigidly angled balloons represent ing mechanical sounds (such as telephone co nversations). To
make formalist joke s that challenge the shapes of speec h ball oons, all artists need to do is invent
intentionally puzzlin g balloon styles . Suc h balloons could have text and context, but the forms
cOllld co nfollnd the readers ' abilities to unders tand themassounds.
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perpl exing balloon image can comically confuse the visual too ls of comics sound. The Peanut s strip
from August 16, 1970 (Schulz Plate 43, ["Spray Cans"), fig. 4.6) is an example of such a jo ke. The
setup of this j oke involves Lucy promising to show Schroe der something that he doesn 't know. She
then return s and blasts a clo ud of j umbled musica l notes from a spray can, in an image that evo kes a
misshapen speech ball oon. In the final panel Lucy revea ls that- somehow- "Beethoven now
co mes in spray cans," and the clo ud of notes settles over Schr oeder 's piano like a musical fog.
Clearly this mystifyin g mist is supposed to represent sound: the c loud contains text (jumbled
musica l notes) and has a form similar to a speec h balloon. However, despite the superficial
similarities betw een this cloud and a speec h balloon, its form defies the visual tools of comic s
sound. Based on its appearance, what could such a cloud possibly sound like? Perhaps the spray can
blasts an entire sonata in a split-secon d. This interpreta tion would acco unt for the j umble of notes in
panel seven, but then why would it roll like a cloud in panel eight? Is it a self-co ntained bank of
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scrambled music, a physical pile of dediachroni zed notes straight from the hell of the clas sical
pianist? Readers cannot know ; there is no real-world analog for a symphony-scented air freshener.
Formally, the cloud has both text and context: it contains musical notes-jumbled notes, but notes
nonethel ess-and it has an origin-the spray can in Lucy's hand. Yet, the implausible form of the
cloud baffles any attempt to determine how the sound sounds. While all comics sound has some
level of ambiguity -who's to say exactly what Charli e Brown' s voice sounds Iike?-the noise in
"Spr ay Cans" takes this inevitable ambiguity to the Nthdegree. Thi s ambiguity is the source of the
comedy in this strip. Schul z presents something so suddenly baffling that laughter may be the most
logical response . If the image in panel seven is confusing on its own, Lucy's "explanation" that the
can sprays classical fog is even more perplexing. Lucy' s line is the punchline for the strip,
conspi cuously ignorin g the absurdity that j ust occurred and serving to further complicate the focal
sound, rather than explainin g it. Odd to be sure, "Spray Cans" presents readers with visual sound
that defies the ability to imagine diegetic sound. The fact that this noise is incomprehensible is the
crux of the joke. It chall enges the learned com petency that comics sound is comprehensible through
a combination of text and context. The Beethove n Blast has text and context, but yet its form
renders it a baffling jumbl e, humorously challengi ng the conventions of comics sound.
As one of the most prominent tools of comics sound, the speech balloon is also one of the
most comm on targets for sound-based comics jo kes. The content, context and form of these
balloons all convey visual sonic information, and sound-based comics jokes can collapse each of
these elements for the purposes of comedy. Speec h balloons allow comics artists to place text (and
other symbols) inside icons that represent sound, and spatially orient these icons within images.
Each aspect of these balloons provides a potential avenue for form alist comics comedy, challenging
how readers understand comics sound based on silent visuals.
Section 4.4: Conclusion
It may sound obvious at this point to say that sound humour in comics works by challenging
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how readers interpret optical sounds. Every tool that comics artists use to imply sound is another
opening that comics comedia ns can exploit for laughs, and even the idea of visual sound is a
comical contradiction in and of itself. Comic strips can call the context, text, and nature of visual
noise into question, challenging the sonic interpretive process that is a defining component of
comics literacy. By leaving the visual tools of comic sound mostly intact, comics comedians can
insure that readers realize that the focal sounds are sounds; by challenging select elements of these
sounds, they can comically complicate the readers' abili ties to incorpora te these sounds into the
diegetic worlds of the strips. Collapsing the interpretive process of sound is one of the funniest
aspects of comic strips, even if this chapter does not sound particularly funny.
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Cha pter 5: Diegesis
Sec tio n 5.1: Introduction
The reading process for any fictional text involv es more than understanding individual
elements of a dieget ic world; it also involves rela ting the various elements to one another as a
mean s of assem bling the param eters of a diegetic world . Combinin g these elements is as important
as any of the elements in isolation, and comics writer s can challenge this unify ing proce ss for
laughs. In the previous three chapters I examined how forma list comic s come dy uses
represe ntations of time, unseen sights, and sounds to cha llenge the readi ng proce ss. I have used case
studies to explore these elements rather than speaking of them in the abstract. However, even strips
that do not present incongru ities of time, unseen sights, or sounds specifically may still challenge
the interpretive proces s. Though my analyses have focused on only one element of comics comedy
at a time, the majority of co mic strips combine seve ral (if not all) of these aspects. Reade rs connect
timing, sig ht,26 and sound to create diegetic worlds for comic stripS.27Imagining the dieges is is a
constituent part of the readin g process, breathing imaginary life into the tex t and the sequences of
still-life images. However, this step is no more straightforward than the one s that precede it, and a
comi cs co media n can use a punchlin e to twist a diegesis into a humorous parod y of the expectation
system that the setup promotes. Even if the individual diegetic elements are simple, the
interre lations of these elements may lead to co mplex jo kes. Diegesis-based jok es can present
see mingly incongruous combin ations of elements that their punchlin es humorou sly explain, or
see mingly simple combina tions of elements that their punchlin es humorous ly complicate. In either
26 Though Chapter Th ree deals with jokes based on unseen sights. the diegetic worlds of co mic strips incorporate both
seen and unseen sights.
27 As I mentioned in Chapter Two. timing and dicgetic time are not the same. Dieget ic time is the time that passes in
the narrative, while timing is the amount of time that il takes to convey the narrative to the reader, Though this
chapter deals with comedy that comes from the diegeses of strips, I will not specifically analyze diegetic time. It will
suffice to say that many comics theorists such as Scott McCloud (95, 101). Ann Miller (104-105), Robert C. Harvey
(39), and Chris Hatfield (135) see diegetic time as a product ofthe contento f thecomics panels: the sights, sounds
and timings that make up the diegesis. Miller, for example, lists four categories of diegetic time in comics:
''' e llipsis' , where events within thed iegesis are missed outof therecounting; ' scene' , where continuous dialogue
allows for the postulation of equivalence between ' time ' of narration and time within the diegesis: 's ummary' ,
whichfallsbetween scene and ell ipsis; and ' pause' ,t akenup byd escription. where no time passes in thedi egetic
world" (104-105). All of these categorie s depend on the eve nts within the panels. Since my joke analyses are not
overly concerned with diegetic time, I will privilege the eve nts of the panels-the sights and sounds, and the timing
thereof- and view diegetic time as co nsequences of said even ts.
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case, these jokes revolve around the fictional natures of the strips and the reader's obligation to
imagine fictional worlds based on diegetic elements. In the same way that comic strips require
readers to make assumpti ons about timing, unseen sights, and sounds based on in-panel clues,
comic strips also require readers to make assumptions about diegetic worlds based on the
interrelations of the aforementioned formal elements. By challenging the fundamental assumptions
that under lie the fict ional world, diegesis-based comics jo kes humorously address the fact that these
strips are fiction s.
Since comic s evoke diegetic worlds through timing, sight, and sound, it follows that
diegesis-based comics jok es also play on this combination. Comics readers determin e the timing,
unseen sights, and sounds of strips based on in-panel clues; in turn, readers combin e these three
elements and the in-panel diegetic images" to create imaginary worlds for the strips. Sight- and
sound-based jok es present contextual clues that challenge the reader 's ability to imagine those
element s; similarly, diegesis-based jo kes present combinations of timing, sight, and sound that
challenge the reader 's ability to relate those elements to one another.
Though they combine complex diegetic elements, diegesis-based jokes have relatively
simple structur es. Like many of the previously discussed styles of formalist comics comedy,
diegesis-ba sed jok es revolve around incongruities. There are two major categories of diegesis-based
jokes. One form presents incongruit ies in setups and addresses/9 them in punchlines, and another
form present s seemingly straightforward setups and disrupts them with incongruous punchlines.
The comedy of diegesis-based jo kes comes from their inco ngruities rather than their simple
structures. Since these jo kes hinge on relationships between diegetic elements, their incongruities
necessarily involve these relationships as well. The diegetic elements are often simple in and of
themselves . This simplicity strengthens diegesis-basedjokes: clea r elements can make for clear
incongruit ies between these elements. The two styles of diegesis-based jokes-which I shall
28 As opposed ro ex tra-diegetic images, such as speech balloon s and panel borde rs. Section 5.3 will elaborate on the
distinction bclween diege tieande xtra-d iegetic visuals in co micstrips.
29 Comics comedians can address these incon gruities in various way s. such as negating them, rei nforcing them, or
eve n simply mentionin g them . For dicgesis-based joke s.j t is cssential for the punchline to acknowledge the
incongruous setup: the exac t mannerof thisacknowledgemcnt is largely incidental .
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characterize as self-aware jokes and false-assumption jokes-represent two distinct method s of
creating diegetic incongruit ies for the purp oses of comedy.
The first of these, the self-aware jo ke, involves knowing reference s to the artifice of the
diegeses , comically pointing out the fact that these strips are fictional. Such jokes frequently feature
incongruities in their setups that the punchlines then address . Comic s comedians can cultivate these
diegetic incongruitie s by combining seemingly incompatible elements, such as apparently
mismatched sights and sounds. The punchline does not reconcile the differences betwe en the
conflicting diegetic elements of the setup; rather, it addresses the incompatibility self-reflexively,
bringing the oddne ss to the forefront instead of revealing the seeming incompatibility as
compatibility . Self-aware diegesis jokes present already disrupted setups and self-reflex ively
address these disruption s in their punchlines. These punchlin es observe the diegetic incongruitie s of
the setups, expressing the knowledge of real-world spectators 0 f a fiction rather than that of
diegeses presumed to follow the rules of the real world. These sudden shifts in perspective allow
these strips comic ally to point out the incongruities in their own diegeses. These strips are
humorously self-aware, incorporating the fictional nature of comic strips as another element of the
comedy.
Rather than finding humor in the fictional nature of a strip, the second kind of diegesis-based
jok e-the false-assumption jo ke-finds humor in the assumptions that readers must make in order
to render coher ent the diegetic worlds of the strips. These jokes manipulate the readers'
assumption s, presenting unexpected twists that comically defy the previously implied fictional
worlds. The setups of these jo kes lead readers to make assumptions about the diegeses, and the
punchline s collap se these assumptions for laughs. These assumpti ons can take many forms: for
example, a setup could imply that a talking cartoon animal is unremarkable, perhap s by showing a
dog casually talking to its owner about its food. The punchl ine of such a joke could comically defy
the implications of the setup, showing that the diegetic world is not as the setup implies. To
continue the above example, in the punchl ine the owner could ignore the dog's statements about its
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food, and instead shout , "You can talk?" The nature of the implication is largely incidental; for the
structure of the joke, it is enough that the punchl ine quickly dispels the implication. The setup
implie s one interpretati on of the diegesis, and the punchline refutes this interpretation, offering a
new interpretation in its place. Structurally, a false-assumption joke has a simple form: the setup
establishes a system, and the punchline shatters that system. This system is an implied interpretation
of the dieget ic world of the strip. These jokes are noteworthy not for their common structure, but for
their uncommon executi on of that structure; they feature punchlines that tum seemingly simple
assumptions into diegesis-shatterin g incongruiti es. Their punchlines co llapse diegeses that their
setups clearly imply, instantly turning straightforward strips into jok es that challenge the reading
proce ss for comics .
Sec tion 5.2: Self-Awa re Diegesis Joke s
Comic strip readers-individuals even minimally accustomed to reading comic strips-
understand that comic strips are fictional works intended to be comical. Th is understanding assists
in the reading process, allowing readers to accep t on faith oddi ties-such as the incongruous sights
and sounds discussed in Chapters Three and Four-that will prove to be important to the comedy.
Even if elements do not seem to fit into the diegetic worlds of the strips, readers accept that these
elements fit into the strips themselves. Therefore, at some level, even the most inexplicable
incongruities are explicable: they exist in order to be funny. These incongruities may be
incompr ehensible in their respective diegetic worlds, but they are nonetheless comprehensible to
readers who perceiv e them as elements of jo kes. Comics comedians can create jokes that
incorporate the know ledge that comic strips are artificial. If a punchline suddenly refers to this
artifice-such as by breaking the "fourth wall,,3o and stating that the strip is a joke-the strip can
30 I will iabcl any meta-reference to the reality of comic strips-that they are fictional jokes composed of images and
text. intended for the amusement of audiences-as "breaking the fourth wall." I am borrowing this term from the
theatre. Though lackin g the physical performance space of theatre. comic strips feature a metaphorical fourth wall
that separates the diegetic worlds of the strips from the real worlds of the readers. Metaphorica l fourth walls are part
of the reading process thatallowsaudiencest otranslale still comics visua ls into representations of time. action and
sound. These walls separate the fiction of the strips- the diegetic worlds-from the reality of the strips-images
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comically revea l that the diegetic world is aware of its own artifice. Such punchlin es can
humorou sly explain the diegetic incongruities in their associa ted setups: the setups are incongruous
in order to be funny. Self-aware diegesis jo kes comically refer to the fact that the strips are fictional
constructions.
The punchlin es of self-awa re diegesis jo kes comically disrupt expec tation systems by
express ing knowledge of their own artifice; however, the strips do not cultivate the expectation
systems that they disrupt. Rather, these strips shatter expectation systems that exist independentl y of
the strips themselves. Comic strips represent both diegetic worlds and crafted jokes. Reader s
necessarily understand this dual nature, but they may not consciously register it while reading. In
Biograp hia Literaria, Samu el Taylor Coleridge writes of the "willing suspension of disbelief for the
moment, which constitute s poetic faith" (314); this "poetic faith" allows Coleridge 's readers to
"transfer from [their] inward nature a human interest and a semblance of truth" (3 14) for the
author's "persons and characters supernatural" (314). The "willing suspension of disbelief ' enables
readers to treat fictional events as factual, despi te knowing that they are fictional. In other words,
"disbelief' and its "willing suspension" are two expectation systems about fictional works: the
former system expects the works to be fictiona l stories, while the latter system expects the works to
be fictiona l stories masquerading as factual acco unts (and consciously accepts this masquerade).
Likewise, comic strip readers are aware that the strips are artificia l constructions, but they can
suspend this knowledge for the sake of the comedy. Self-aware diegesis jokes point out the artificial
nature of the strips, comic ally remindin g readers of the disbelief that they already suspended. Self-
awar e diegesis jok es manipul ate preexisting-rather than cultivated--expectation systems. To
clarify the distinction between preexisting and cultivated expectation systems, take the example of
"C ar," an hors champ jo ke from Chapter Three, which will serve as an example of jo kes that disrupt
cultivat ed expectation systems. The setup of "Car" implies that Linus's father is going to the store.
The punchline reveals that he is not going to the store , shattering Linus 's expectation. In the process
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of reading the setup, readers probably assume along with Linus that his dad is going to the store,
since Linus's perspectiv e is the best clue that readers have as to the father 's action . Thus, this strip
cultivate s an expectation system in its setup, and shatters that expectation with an incongruou s
punch line. Self-awa re diegesis jo kes use a similar structure but function differently. They do not
need to cultivate their expectation syste ms, and can instead rely on readers possessing and
suspending the knowledge that comic strips are crafted fictions.
Though self-aware diegesis jokes do not need to cultivate their conflictin g perspect ives, they
do need to cu ltivate reasons for readers to switch between these perspectives . Self-aware diegesis
joke s co mically recruit the knowledge that comic strips are artificial , but they do not recruit this
knowledge randomly or without provocation. Every self-aware referenc e to the nature of fiction is
not necessar ily funny, ju st as every incongruity is not ajoke; comedy requires setups as well as
punchlines, not simply one or the other. A self-aware diegesis jo ke sets up its punchline by
culti vating diegetic incongruiti es in its setup. This setup involves seemingly incompatible
representations of timing, sight, and/or sound. Readers (probably) expect that there are reasons for
this juxtaposition, and depending on their level of experie nce with comic strips, they may expect
that this juxtap osition is the focus of the joke . Thus, the incongruities in the setup encourage readers
to wonder why the strip includ es seemingly incompatible diegetic elements. Even if readers do not
consciously ponder the ju xtaposition, the unexplained incongruities still set up punchlines that refer
to the artific e of the strip in order to "explain" the diegesis. These references to the fact that strips
are crafted fictions offer surprising-but appropriate-reasons for the diegetic incongruitie s. Self-
aware diegesis joke s have simple structures. Murray S. Davis states that "from an expected
continuation within one system, the comic mind pivots around an ambiguity to branch off into
another system" (18); suspension of disbelief is the first system, promotion of disbelief is the
second system, and the incongruous setup is the ambiguity, giving the punchlin e an opportunity to
"branch off' and "explain" the incongruity by revealing that the diegetic world is artificial. An
effective punchline cannot be random or without provocat ion; therefore, self-aware diegesis jokes
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Fig. 5. 1. Watterson 105, Wagoll.
have to cultivate dicgetic incongruities in order to set uptheirdiegesis-s hattering punchlines .
Bill Watter son is particularly prone to making such self-awa re jokes; one example comes
from a Calvin and Hobbes strip where the two main characters philosop hize while caree ning down
a hill in a wagon (Watterso n \OS, ["Wagon"], fig. 5.1). By themselves, neither the sights nor sounds
of "Wagon " are particularl y intricate. The actio ns flow through straightforward breakdowns,
show ing Calvin and Hobbes rolling down a hill and crashing into a brook. The dialogue follows a
simple progre ssion, with eac h balloon logieally leading into the next. However, the tone of the
speech-a contextual clement that reader s must divine based on clues- hints at the underlying
incongruit y in this strip. The text itse lf-the content of the balloons-implies a measured tone,
ev ident from such scholarly dict ion as, " I note , with some dismay ..." However, the text in
"Wagon" does not exist independently of the images , and the violence of the wagon ride influences
the speec h as well. For example, Calvin 's gapi ng mouth in panel six implies that he yells that
pane l's text. He shouts that "now, as a direcl result of that decis ion, we' re faced with another
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choice"; Calvin 's speech conv eys a tone-a metaphori cal tone more than tone of voice-that is out
of place in conjunction with the action. The context for the dialogue implies that the charact ers
should be dismayed or exci ted, whil e the text impli es that the charac ters are unhurri ed and
thoug htful. Thi s disjuncti on betw een text and contex t is the incongruity that drives the comedy of
"Wagon." Neith er the action nor sound of "Wagon" is the focus of the jo ke; though humorou s, these
elements do not hold any significa nt comedic "payoff' in and of themselves. The disunity between
action and sound is the crux of the jo ke, making for a hum orous diegetic incongruity in the setup.
The force of the punch line in "Wagon" comes from its self-aware addressing of the
seemin gly mismatc hed action and sound. The final panel of "Wagon" is relatively- and , in Calvin
and Hobbes strips , typically-com plex, featuring first a small joke, then a se lf-aware punchlin e.
Calvi n spea ks first after the cras h, say ing that "if you don 't make every decision carefully, you
never know where you 'll end up. That 's an important lesson we should learn sometime." Calvin
imp lies that the choices he makes in the strip---for exam ple, to "arbitrarily... choose left" and "to
jump the ledge"- are careless, and expresses some regret that his hasty decision s end with him
getting all wet. Thou gh self-reflexive and funny, this quip is not the punchlin e for the strip. Hobbes
closes the cartoon by sayi ng, "I wish we cou ld talk about these things without the visual aids," a
self-aware punchlin e that comically points out why "Wagon" has contrasting ac tion and sound.
Though car eenin g wagons and intellectual discourse are usually incompatible, they serve a similar
structura l purpo se in this strip: to facilit ate a co mical discu ssion. When Hobbes menti ons "visual
aids," he indicat es the role of this str ip's juxta posi tion between sight and sound: to provid e " visual
aids"fortheconversation.
Much of the humour of Hobbes's punchline comes fro m his knowledge of how this
juxtap osition function s in the strip. Fro m Calvin and Hobb es's perspective, the careening wagon is
not so much a "vis ual aid" as it is an impet us for contem plation. However, the diegetic knowledge
of the characters is (largely) irrelevant to thisjoke; the phrase "visual aids" is self-aware no malter
why the character says it. Bill Watterson is the joke teller rather than Hobb es, and Watterson 's
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commentary on "Wagon " reveals that the phrase "visual aids" is intentionally self-aware. Watterson
says that the action in this strip is "a silly cou nterpoint to the text" (104) and "a visual metaph or for
the topic of discu ssion" (104) . The force of the punchlin e does not come from the visual metaph or
directly, but from Hobbes presentin g a rea l-wo rld perspective on the diegetic world while remainin g
in the diegetic world. The punchlin e of " Wagon" points out that the runaway wagon is a visual
metapho r for the strip's philosophi c dia logue, providing a fac tual explanation for an otherwise
perpl exing juxtaposition of sight and sound within the fiction.
Rationalizing an incongru ous setup is not the only way to comically present a reali stic view
on a fictio nal world . "Wagon" is a relat ively simple example of a self-aware die gesis j oke . Its
punchline is straightforward, offering a rea l-wor ld explanation for an incongruo us setup. However,
se lf-aware diege sis joke s do not always explai n their inco ngruities; their punchlin es can simply
observe that there are incongruiti es in their setups. Though such a "punchline" may not sound funny
at first, such a jo ke not only provides a surprising perspecti ve on the setup, but it also provides a
perspective that mirror s that of the reader . Again, the setup of a self-aware diegesis jo ke must not
co mment on its own incongruity; in order to preserve the force of the punch, the incompatibil ity
between diegetic elements must remain unaddresse d until the punchline. The punchli ne comments
on the incongruit y that the setup cult ivates, thus revea ling that it "k nows" this incongru ity exists.
Such a punchlin e com ically appears to "unders tand" the se tup: it acknowledges that the setup
cultivates an incon gruit y. These jokes refer to their incongruiti es only after their se tups es tablish
them, paralleling the reading process for co mic strips. Such a se lf-aware punchlin e mirrors the
know ledge of a comics reader, stating what the reader knows but disregards while suspending
disbelief.
Thou gh it is a complex joke with many comical elements, the Peanuts strip from September
24, 1972 (Sc hulz Plate 74, ["Colum n"], fig. 5.2) nonetheless hinges around a se lf-aware punchlin e
that addresses the incongruit ies in the setup. The setup of the strip shows Snoo py writing a dog
advice column, formin g an exa mple of comica lly mismatched sys tems: a dog is offering advice to
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dog owners. Additionally, Snoopy respond s to his readers with hum orously exagge rated threat s such
as, "Get that dog to the vet right away before I come over there and punch you in the nose." Though
co mical on its own, this setup requires a punc hline in order to be ajoke. The punchline of
"Co lumn" does not expand upon, exp lain or counteract the humour that the setup es tablishes; rather,
it focuses on the severity of Snoopy's responses. Snoopy says that " I write a very firm column," a
punchlinethat is compl ex despite its apparent simplicity. Thi s line self-rellexi vely addresses both
the exaggeration and the mismatched systems of the setup, co mica lly demonstrating that the
punch line is "aware" of the strip's diegetic incongruiti es.
The punchline of "Column " is self-aware in several ways, the 1110st obviou s of whic h is the
deadpa n understatement about the seve rity of Snoopy's advice. Snoo py's column is decided ly "very
firm" in recomm endin g veterinary visits for every malady. However, he accompanies these
recomm endati ons with threats of personal violence, transform ing the column offering advice into
one dispensing orders. Threats of physical vio lence are incongruous with advice co lumns, so
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reader s will (almost cert ainly) register that "very fum" is an understatement. However, the
understatement does not make "Co lumn" into a self-aware diegesis joke in and of itself. The
punchline does not simply understate the nature of an incongruity ; it understates the nature of an
incongruity that the setup establishes. "Column " is self-aware in that its punchline makes a deadpan
jo ke on its setup, referring to the comicall y exaggera ted severity of Snoopy's advice co lumn.
The understatement of Snoopy 's firmness is only one aspect of the self-aware comedy in
"Column"; the strip also relies on conspicuous ly ignoring its own incongruities. The setup features
two primary incongruiti es: a dog is writing a dog advice column, and the column is comically
harsh. The punchlin e conspicuously fails to comment on either of these incongruit ies; however, it
implicitly acknowledges them. Rather than using comical understatement, the punchline of
"Co lumn" addresses the strip's incongruities through tacit but obvio us refusal to note the
incongruities. "Co lumn" is a self-aware diegesis joke because its punchline conspicuo usly ignores
the mismatched systems of its setup. To return to the example from earlier, "Co lumn" is akin to a
comics joke where a dog owner responds to his talking dog by saying, "You speak well for a dog";
it implicitly acknow ledges that dogs cannot speak, but it does not direct ly state it. Likewise, the
punchline of "Co lumn" implicitly acknowledges that dogs do not write advice col umns, and that
advice columns are not (usuall y) violent. Snoopy states that " I write a very firm column" (my
emphasis), implicitly acknow ledging that he is a dog giving advice about dog owner ship . Despi te
drawing attention to this incongruity, the punchline does not comme nt on it. Furthermo re, when
Snoopy states that the co lumn is firm, he acknow ledges-but does not address- the reason why.
The violence of Snoopy's hostility to dog owners lies in the (unacknow ledged) fact that he is a dog
and pet himself; it is com ically appropriat e for a pet dog to be angry at incompetent dog owners.
Thus, the "firmness" of the column hints toward the underlying incongruity that a pet dog is telling
people how to care for their pet dogs. The punchline of "Column" conspicuously ignores the strip' s
two primary incongruities, making this strip into a self-aware diegesis joke .
One final aspect of the self-aware comedy in "Column" comes from the fact that the
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punchline breaks the fourth wall and speaks directly to the reader. Snoop y's gaze in the final panel
looks directly out of the comic and toward the audience, and since he is not looking at Woodstock
(the only other character present), Snoopy's words appear to be directed at the audience . Snoopy
makes an aside to the audience, an opportunity to speak directly to the reader and comment on the
events displayed in the setup. However, instead of addressing the incongruous authorship of his
column, Snoopy simply makes a deadpan observation about its severity. By speaking to the
audience about the setup, Snoopy implicitly acknowledges that the audience observes the setup, or
in other words, that they see him writing a dog advice co lumn. By declining to comment on the
incongruity after acknowl edging it, he acts as if nothing is odd. Thus, "Column " is a deadpan self-
aware diegesis joke : it is a se lf-aware joke that acts as if it is unaware of itself .
Comic strips readers and authors know that comic strips exist in order to be funny; however,
the strips themselves usually appear to be oblivious to this fact. The fabricated nature of the strips
lies ju st below the surface of their diegetic worlds; readers can rationalize any inexplicable
incongruitie s by acknowledging that artists put them there in order to be funny. Comics comedians
can challenge this rationali zation by presenting strips that are aware of their own comedy. These
strips unexpectedly present real-world perspectives on their own fiction, showing that these jokes
are comically aware of their own exis tence as jo kes.
Sect ion 5.3: False-Assumption Jokes
The interrelations of diegetic elements like timing, unseen sights, and sounds lead readers to
make assumptions that inform their interpretations of diegetic worlds. Like these individual diegetic
elements , dieget ic worlds exist by way of implication. For example, a go lf swing (action) shortly
followed by a "crash" onomatopoeia (timing and sound) may lead readers to believe that the ball
went wildly off course (an assumption about the diegetic world). These assumptions allow readers
to achieve illusions of diegetic coherence, imagining that the timing, sights, and sounds of comics
co mbine to form living worlds . Assumptions about digetic coherence are hardly unique to the
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comics reading proce ss, but they are integral to this proc ess nonethel ess. Comics comedians can
create jokes by underminin g ass umptions about dieget ic coherence. In the abov e example, if the
strip's punchline reveal s that the gol f ball was perfectl y on course, the jo ke can comically challen ge
the assumption that it previously led readers to draw. In other words, the setup encourages the
audience to make a false-but apparently obvious-assumption, and the punchlin e shatters this
assumption by presenting an incongruous situation. Dependin g on the assumpti on in question, such
ajoke may do more than simply show that the reader jump ed to a false conclusion. Since these
assumptions are the buildin g block s for diegetic world s, these jokes can challen ge not only the
assumptions themselve s, but the entire diegetic world s that readers imagine based on these
assumptions. Thus, false-assumpti on jo kes can imply interpretati ons of diegetic world s in their
setups and then shatter those impli cat ions in their punch lines, suddenly supplying different diegetic
worlds instead.
Since the punchlin es of false-assumption jokes collapse speci fic assumptions, the setups
must enco urage readers to make these same assumptions. If readers do not make the correct
ass umptions based on the setups, then the punchlines are bound to fail. As such, these jo kes
frequentl y revolve around assump tions that are (see mingly) obvious elements of their diegeses.
Additi onally , if the assumption appea rs to be obvio us in the setup, then the challenge to this
assumption will make a surpris ing and forceful punchlin e. False-assumpti on jokes involve
straightforward setup s and incongruous punchlin es. The setups establish expec tations about the
diegetic worlds , and the punchlin es suddenly disrupt these expectations. These jokes are not
important for their structure, but rather for the ass umptions that they refute. Their setups present
straightforward timing, sights, and sounds that easi ly co mbine into dieget ic world s. False-
assumption jokes must enco urage readers to draw ass umptions readil y and without reflection,
leavin g them unprepar ed for the sudden reversals of the ass umptions in the punchlin es.
This anal ysis raises two esse ntial questions: what defin es an "o bvious" assumption, and how
can jokes co llapse them? The most "obvious" ass umptions are those that appear to be necessary
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based on the interrelations between elements of the strips . For examp le, should a setup depict a dog
writing a dog advice column, an obvious assumption wou ld be that the dog is literate. This aspec t of
the diegetic world is an (apparent ly) obvious deduction based on clues shown in the panels: the dog
can read, and therefore he must be literate. A false-assumption joke could collapse this assumption
by indicating that dogs do not possess the intellectual capac ity for literacy. To continue the examp le,
perhaps the dog tells his readers to keep toxic products hidden because dogs cannot read; the
punchline invalidates the apparently clear implication of the setup. Such a punchli ne would
suddenly change the interrelations between diegetic elements, comically challenging an assumption
that previously seemed obvious and necessary. Interestingly, the diege tic world does not need to
make sense after the punchline alters it, but it does need to make sense during the setup-s-or at least,
the setup needs to encourage suspension of disbelief. The setup of a false-assumption joke must
introduce an (apparently) obviou s diegetic assumption, and an obvious assumption is one that
makes sense. The punchline of such a joke only needs to challenge the implication of the setup; it
does not need to restore order to the diegesis afterwards. Th us, all assumptions are fair game for
false-assumption jokes, even if the strips cannot make sense without them. Readers make
assumptions in order to understand the diegetic worlds of strips, and false-ass umption jokes
collapse these assumptions, potentially shattering diegetic worlds in the process.
A streamlined example of a false-assumption jo ke comes from a Far Side strip that features
an incongruity in the form of a dinosaur in the room (Larson 87, ["Lecture"], fig. 5.3). The image
shows a dinosaur at a podium in front of a curtain, with many other dinosaurs looking up
expecta ntly from below; clearly the prehistoric orator is giving a speech or lecture. The caption
below the image conveys a serious tone, with the dinosaur lecturer making the co llegial statement,
"The picture's pretty bleak, gentlemen," leading into a short list of the problems that threaten these
terrible lizards with extinction. Though a speaking dinosaur is nonsensical in reality, speaking
animals are conventional in comic strips such as The Far Side. Seasoned comics readers are
probably accustomed to the idea of anthropomorph ic talking animal s, and even if they are not, the
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"The picture's pretty bleak,gentlemen.. ..The world's climates
are changing, the mammals are taking over, and we all havea
brain about thesize of a walnut."
Fig. 5.3 . Larson 87. Lec ture.
image and text of "Lect ure" clearl y impl y that a dinosaur is speaking. The co medy of "L ec ture"
does not co me fro m a talking dinosaur ; rather, it co mes from a ta lking dinos aur pointing out that it
is impossibl e for a din osaur to talk. T he caption and image both imply that the speaker is a dinosaur
of great intelli gence, ca pab le of lecturing on climate change and the rise of the mammals. How ever,
the caption ends with the speaker stating, " we all have a brain about the size of a walnut" (87) . The
lectur ing din osaur has chosen a very intell igent way of tellin g his fellow dino saur s that they are not
very intellige nl. It is the self-defeating natur e of the din osaur's sta tement that tumsthis lin al part of
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the caption into the pun chlin e of the strip. To accep t the fiction of a din osaur giving a speec h,
readers must suspend the knowledge that dinosa urs were not intellige nt enough to co mmunicate in
this fashion. The pun chline then confront s reader s with the know ledge that the setup requ ires them
to suspend, disproving the previo us implication that these dino saurs are intelligent. The punchli ne
not only states that the diege sis is impossib le, it even revea ls (one reason for) why it is impossi ble,
thereby comica lly noting that the lecturing dinosaur is an impossi bility.
The comedy of "Lec ture" comes not from the diegesis itse lf, but from the punchline's
demolition of the diegesis's premises. The interpret ive process for this strip is relative ly
straightforward. The image sets up a scenario , complete with a clea r speaker (the dinosaur at the
podium) . The capti on provides speech for the speaker, and ends with the punchlin e of the j oke. Th is
appa rent simplicity allows for unambiguous self-reflexive co medy. The setup of "Lec ture"
es tablishes a diegetic world that the punchlin e satirizes. Therefor e, the straightforward timing, sight,
and sound of this str ip are integra l elements of the comedy . An effec tive setup is clear and
unambiguous, and the setups for false-a ssumpti on joke s are no different. These joke s do not
challenge the readin g proce ss by underminin g how reader s understa nd actions or sounds; rather,
they challenge the dieget ic worlds that readers create based on the strips. "Lec ture" intentionally
defeats itself in a co mica l self-satire, makin g a formali st joke out of the diegesis.
"Lecture" is forma list in the sense that it draw s attention to its ow n fictional form, but
challenges to the natur e of fiction are not the limit s of formalist comedy; false-assumption jo kes can
invo lve the visual form of comic strips as well. Since comics is a static visual medium, it must
repr esent non-vi sual, non-static diegetic elements with stationary images . Therefore, though
diegetic elements such as sound and action exist as visual symbols, the symbols themselves are not
parts of the dieget ic worlds. Readers make ass umptions about the comics form in order to separa te
extra- diegetic visuals-such as speec h balloons-from diege tic visuals-such as the charac ters near
those balloons. Very few comic s mark the distinctions between diegetic and extra -diegetic visua ls
(and those that do are often discussions of the comics form, such as Sco tt McCloud's
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Understanding Comics). Rather, the vast majority of comics leave readers to interpret-s-or in other
word s, to assume- which visual elements exist inside and outside of the diegeses. These
assumptions are essential to the comics reading process, allowing comics artists to use tools such as
speech balloons and panel borders to signify sound and the passage of time respectively. For
exa mple, no matter how many speech balloons a comics reader has seen in the past, for each new
balloon he or she must assume if it is a diegetic or extra-diegetic element based on in-panel clues. In
the case of often-repeated symbols such as speech balloons, the symbol itself is usually enough of a
clue to conclude that it exists outside of the diegetic world. By this point in the thesis, it may be
obvious that these formalist assumptions are openings for comics comedy. Assumptions about the
visual tools of comics are some of the most fundamental and automatic assumptions that comics
readers make. Thu s, challenges to these assumptions lead to some of the most potent examples of
diegesis-basedj okes.
Any comics symbol is a potential opening for false assumption jokes, but few symbols are
as prevalent in comics as panel borders. These lines (usually) are the limits of the drawn panels,
with no direct implications for the diegetic worlds of the strips. Panel borders typically have no
releva nce to diegetic worlds, and merely serve as components of real-world comics layouts." In
other words , panel borders are real-world objec ts that organize comics' representations of fictional
worlds . Therefore, false-assumption jokes that challenge the nature of comics borders not only defy
the audience 's ability to interpret diegetic symbols; they also impose diegetic significance on real-
world objec ts. An example of such a strip comes from Winsor McCay's 1904 comic strip entitled
Little Sammy Sneeze. Every strip features a destruc tive sneeze from the aptly-named Sammy
Sneeze, but one particularly simple strip forms an elegant example of a false-ass umption joke
(McCay 65, ["Sneeze"] , fig. 5.4). "Sneeze" is six panels long, with four setup panels of Little
Sammy inhaling before a sneeze . The setup appears to be standard comics fare, using four simple
panels to establish that Litt le Sammy is preparing to sneeze. The images are very straightforward,
3 1 As Sectio n 3.2 states. panel borde rs limit the reader 's view of the dicgc tic wor ld. but do 110t necessaril y limit the
dicgcticworld.
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Fig. 5.4. McCay 65, Sneeze.
consisting only of panel borders, Samm y, and onomatopoe ic speech balloons sign ifying inhaling.
Though "Sneeze" comes from an early age of newspaper comics, it nonetheless leaves readers to
assume that the balloons indicate sounds and the bord ers separate distinct moments in time. The
punchlin e occ urs in the fifth panel, showing that Sammy 's sneeze is so powerful that it shatters the
very borders of the panel. T his punchl ine not only depicts a surprisingly powerf ul sneeze; it also
surprisingly incorporates the panel borders as diegetic elements of the strip.
Though the punchl ine brings the borde rs into the fict ional world, the exact fictional nature of
the bord ers is irrelevant. Perhaps Sammy is standing behind a hollow black square, or perhaps his
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sneeze is so powerful that it punctures a hole through diegetic space-time. The punchline involv es a
diegetic event interacting with a non-di egetic objec t; it does not involve any expla nation for how or
why. This lack of explanation is not a shortcoming or ove rsight; rather, it support s my assertation
that the strip challenges reader ass umptions about the visual tools of comics . The j oke is not based
on the diegetic world per se; rather, it is based on underm ining the audience's (probable)
assumption that the panel borders are not part of the diege tic world. Sammy's sneeze shatters that
assumption along with the panel borders, making a compl ex diegesis-based jok e out of a simple
setup .
While simple panel s precede the punchlin e of "Sneeze," a deceptively simple panel follow s
it. The final panel of "Sneeze " has elements of self-awa re diegesis jokes, but it nonetheless
augments the strip's incongruous interpretat ion of see mingly normal comics symb ols. Sammy's
gaze in the final panel looks out of the comic and toward the audience, perhaps in respon se to panel
five 's diegetic incongruity. However, despite the structural similarities to self-a ware diegesis jok es,
this final panel further serves to gro und "Sneeze" as a false-assumpti on jok e. Samm y is not
surprised or shocked that the panel borders co llapsed around him; rather, he seems unmoved, or
perhaps anno yed . Sammy 's attitud e in panel six is incongruo us with the surprise that panel five
cultivate s in the audience. In other words, in spite of the surprising events of panel five, Samm y is
notsurprisedatallinpanel six.Thus,the finalpanel adds adeadpan element to the false
assumption punch line of panel five, with Sammy not shar ing the reader 's surprise . The punchline of
"Sneeze" chall enges a reader ass umption that is esse ntial to the comics read ing process, and the
final panel builds the jok e by impl ying that it was not a jo ke at all.
False-a ssumpti on jokes do more than simply show that readers have jump ed to false
conclusions; they comically co llapse assumptions that appea r to be esse ntial to their diegeses. These
assumption s appear necessary in the setups, ensuring that the challenges to these ass umptions will
be as surprising as possible. The punchlin es then negate these assumptions that form erly seemed
obvious, challen ging the audie nce's ability to imagine the interrelations between diegetic e lements.
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The sudde n diegetic incongruiti es may disrupt the buildin g blocks of the fictional worlds, comically
challenging the readers ' construc tions of the strips ' diegeses. Thu s, false-assumpt ion jokes are a
powerful form of diegesis-based joke, present ing diegetic world s that are not nearl y as
straightforward as they may first appear.
Sec tion S.4: Co ncl usion
Diege sis -based jok es in co mic strips can incorpora te more than just read er-defying timin g,
sights, and sound s: they involve se lf-re flex ive challenges to the very fictional natur e of the strips.
Imagi ning the diegetic world is the final step in interpret ing a co mics narrative, and form alist
comic s comedy ca n thrive through self-reflexive challenge to the diegesis. These challenges take
two primary form s: jokes that present incong ruities in their se tups and address them in their
punchlin es, and jokes that present see mingly straig htforwar d setups and complicate them with
incongruou s punchlin es. These jokes are not significa nt because of their simple forms, but rather for
the scope of their cont ent. They do not use in-panel clues to cultivate incongruiti es in diegetic
elements; rather , they lise diegetic elements to cultivate inco ngruities in the fictional worlds of
strip s. Whether these strips presen t rea l-wor ld perspectives on fictional events or ca use readers to
make false assumpti ons about the nature of the fictional world, these jokes rely on the fact that they
are fictional. Diegesis-based jokes rep resent the final step of formal ist comedy in comics. The
co mics form , with its tensions of image and text, provides a uniqu e medium for authors to crea te
fictional world s. Allowin g readers to unite these tensions into fic tional worlds is the end goal of
com ics narrativ es, and the final outlet for comedy that is specific to the comics for m. Always
lookin g to exploit every possible avenue for comedy, comics comedia ns eventually turn inwa rd as
well, making j okes out of the fact that their work is a jok ing matter.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
Comic strips have a unique set of structural conventions, and comics comedian s can collap se
expectations about these conventions to create formalist jo kes; this thesis hinges around this claim
about comics comedy . The chapters on timing, unseen sights, sounds, and diegetic worlds detail
some of these structural conventions, and analyze jokes that are based on them. My analyses
support the claim that formali st comics comedy defies reader expectations about the form.
However, after reading my thesis, this claim may appear to be very basic. I do not quantify nearly
all the nuances of comic strip comedy, nor do I contextualize any of the themes or metap hors that
are preva lent in comic strip jokes. On the contrary, I simply make a general claim about this unique
comedy form. I draw from an extensive list of primary sources, and I incorporate foundationa l
theories from related disciplines. My central claim in this thesis is logical, defensible-and
rudimentary, since comi cs comedy is a critically underrepresented field, and rudimentary claim s are
necessary to pave the way for more detailed analyses of the form.
First and foremo st, such rudimentary clai ms about comics comedy are necessary because
other scholars have yet to detail the basic prope rties of this comedy form. One primary cause of this
critical neglect is the historical associa tion betweencomicstrips and popular culture. In the
introduction to Unpopular Culture, Bart Beaty says that "as a medium with a long association with
large-scale mass-mark et production, comics have generally been neglected by . . scholars of
culture " ( 14). Though Beaty does not point fingers, other comics scholars state that the medium 's
long associat ion with mass-market culture is due in large part to comic strips. In his article "How
Comics Came to Be," Robert C. Harvey states that the modern comics medium began "w hen, at the
close of the nineteenth century, the great metropolitan daily newspapers (particularly in New York)
sought to increase ci rcu lation by publishing Sunday supplements that included imitati ons of the
comic weekly magazines" (29). In other words, comic strips began as glorified advertisements. Like
Beaty, Harvey also claims that the mass popularity of comic strips informs scholarship on the
medium (and by extension, informs the lack thereof). Harvey says that The Yellow Kid, the main
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characte r of Richard F. Outcault 's Hogan sAlley, "occupies his niche in the history of U.S.
Newspape r cartooning not because he was actually the first newspaper comic charact er (he wasn 't)
but because he was the first newspaper comic charact er to prove he cou ld sell newspaper s" ("How
Co mics" 37). Harvey implies that the most historically relevant fact about a comic strip is how well
it functio ns as an adverti sement. In the introduction to The System ofComics. Thierry Groensteen
reveal s that comics ' popularity skews criticism of the medium, claiming that "the artists who 'sell '
are con tinually the object of fetishistic celebrat ions in which critical analysis has little place" ( I).
Writing in 1924, cultural critic Gilbert Seldes directly addresses the academic disdain for comic
strips. Seldes states that, "Of all the lively arts the comic strip is the most [critically] des pised, and
with the exception of the movies it is the most popular. Some twenty million people follow with
interes t, curiosity, and amusement the daily fortun es of five or ten heroes of the comic strip, and that
they do is considered by all those who have any pretensions to taste and culture as a symptom of
cras s vulgarity" (46). Seldes's strong words are proof that critical distaste for comic strips is not a
new phenomenon, predating Beaty's observations of academic neglect by eighty-three years.
Simp ly put, comic strips originated as and still are popular culture. This very popularity holds them
back from reachi ng cr itical acclaim in the academy.
As academic ally damning as comic strips' popularity may be, it is not the only obstacle
standing between them and a body of theory; their assoc iation with humour is another critical
hand icap. Thierry Groensteen addresses this handicap in "Why are Comics Still in Search of
Cult ural Legitimization, " claimin g that "it will suffice to note the rarity of studies on humor and
comical effects . . in order to verify that the seriousness of critics and teachers excludes any
playful or funny contribution to artistic creation" (10). In the introduction to this thesis, I revea l that
disdain for comedy permeates comics studies. In 'T he Voices of Silence," comics theorist David
Kunz le rationalizes his distaste for comics comedy by claiming that "the visual arts are not
organically humorous like the literary arts . . . It is easier to be funny with words than the
visua lization of action s" (9). Kunzle further states that "this may be simply because we are taught to
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communicate princip ally with words, and very secondari ly with pictures" (9); however, despite any
rationali zation , the claim that it is difficult to be funny with images contradicts Kunzle 's earlier
claim that comics jokes are trivial. Kunzle continues that "in a silent strip, the burden of humor is
necessarily carried by the drawings alone" (9), and silent comic strips-such as the "Abduction"
strip from Section 2.3-show that drawings alone can carry the burden of humour. If funny images
are difficult to create, that does not mean that academics should ignore comics comedy. Rather, it
implies that academics must analyze these images to understand how comics comedians acco mplish
the difficult task of creating comic strips.
Thi s thesis is one such analysis of comic strips. I look into how co mics comedians
manipul ate their medium's uniqu e set of structural conven tions in order to create jokes that are
spec ific to comics. Though my thesis deals with critica lly underrepresented subject matter, my
analyses do not seek to establish that comic strips are worthy of study pe r se. Rather, I seek to
demon strate that the comic strip is a unique and nuanced comedy form, and this fact, in turn,
implies that it merits critical attention. To this end I analyze jokes that rely on-rather than merely
use-the comics form. I study jokes based on timing, unseen sights, sounds, and dieget ic worlds in
comic strips, and show how comics comedians create jokes by collapsing expectations abo ut these
aspects of comic strips.
Though my analyses take the critical legitimacy of their subjec t matter as given, I am writing
about an academically underrepresented topic . My bibliography is mostly cobbled together from
comics and comedy studies; the comic strip is the overlap ping area between these two fields. Since
few works examine comic strips specifically, I often have to rely on tangential applications of my
seco ndary readings. Even the ex isting texts that privilege comic strips-such as Thomas M. Inge 's
Comics as Culture and Gilbert Seldes's "The 'Vu lgar ' Comic Strip"-tend to view comic strips as
historical or cultural artifacts , rather than as examp les of a distinct come dy form. Formalist analysis
of comics comedy is rare enough to appear non-existent to someone searching for it. Thus, in order
to analyze the form of comics comedy, I have to start at ground level. Using formalist studies of
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comic s and comedy as a foundat ion , I analyze what I consider to be the four main elements of
formali st comic s comedy: tim ing, unseen sights, sounds, and diegetic worlds. I determin e that
comic s com edian s challenge reader expec tations about the comics form to co llapse expectations
about these elements for the sake of comedy. However impo rtant this determina tion may be, it is
only a basic property of the comic strip form. My concl usions in this thesis may see m rudimentary
in retrospect, and they are. My goa l is not to make grand or swee ping c laims about comic strips, but
to combi ne primary evidence and found ational theorie s to make solid, logical, and defensib le claim s
abo ut the operat ion of comic strip j okes. In other word s, in the absence of a body of forma list
theo ry dea ling with comic strip jokes, I have begun one myself .
This thesis is, above all, an initial foray into the form al analysis of comic strip jokes . It
introdu ces critical appr oaches to the medium, but it does not exhaust or quantify all of the medium 's
nuances. As I mention in the body of the thesis, though I study timing, unseen sights, sounds, and
diegetic worlds in isolation , few (to no) comic strip jokes co llapse expectations about only one
aspect of the form. Combinin g the concepts men tioned in my chapters hints toward the underl ying
formal co mplexity of comic strips. As a few arbitrary exa mples, what are the co mica l properties of
in-pan el sounds that originate off-pan el (sounds whose or igins are hors champ elements) versus off-
panel sounds that are indicated by in-panel clues (sounds that are themselves hors champ
elements)? Can a homophonic pun set up by an unseen source result in a punchline that is averbal
and visual pun simultaneously? What happens when an appare ntly coherent diegetic world forces
read ers to rationaliz e atypical panel interre lations? Thi s is to say nothin g of co mic strips where
multiple joke s work in tandem, or of the interre lation betw een co mic strip co medy and visua l
des ign dic hotomi es such as "G iven/New " (Kress 186-92) and "Ideal/Real" (Kress 193-202), or of
sustained humour in long-form co medy comics (such as Ben Edlund's The Tick or Alan Moore' s
Smax) . I do not attempt to answe r such questions in this thesis; rather, I attempt to provide useful
tools for buildin g more detailed analyses of comic strip jo kes.
Though my analyses of the tim ing, unseen sights, sounds, and diegetic worlds of comic
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strips may be compl ex, my claim that unites these analyses is simple: comics comedians
humorously collap se audience expectations about the comic s fonn in order to create fonn alistj okes.
This statement is an important step in the analysis of a medi um that has eluded academic attention.
In the absence of specific scholarship on the comic strip form, a forma list analysis of comic strips
must apply theory relating to the form' s constituent parts-e-comics and comedy . However, the com ic
strip is more than the combination of comic s and comedy : it is a unique and nuanced comedy form,
and one that merits critica l attention. Comic strips are over a century old, and strips such as The Far
Side, Calvin and Hobbes, and Peanuts are iconic examples of twentieth-century pop culture. The
comic strip merits a specific body of theory. This thesis is a first step toward a greater understanding
of the form.
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